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ABSTRACT

Relativization In A Creole Continuum is an in-depth

study of the decreolization of the relative clause in Hawaiian

Creole. Included in the Appendix are all the data used to

draw conclusions for the study, with speaker by speaker

analysis of each token.

The main thrust of the study is to relate synchronic

variation between three different relative clause types to

diachronic evolution of those three types. This general

relationship is stressed in recent literature on variation

theory (Bailey 1973, 1974, and Bickerton 1973b). It is

claimed in this dissertation that the synchronic variation

of one group of speakers, those who generally used 'most

creole' forms in all aspects of their speech, according to

Bickerton (1977), represents the probable diachronic path of

decreolization according to a certain set of constraints.

Three possible sets of constraints are compared, and it is

shown that either the first or the second set clearly seems

to be used by the t.most-creole' speakers, while the third

set is more plausible as the one used by adult 'less-creole'

speakers. The fact that this third set is the same as Bever

and Langendoen (1971) found to constrain the evolution of

the relative clause in Standard English texts is cited as

evidence that the variation patterns of already decreolized

speakers tended not to reflect actual decreolization patterns,

but rather those which have operated to constrain variation
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between relative clause types in Standard English. Since

the decreolized speakers are aiming at Standard English

grammar, it seems logical that they would conform to varia

tion patterns which existed in Standard English. 'Most

creole' speakers, on the other hand, would be most likely

to reflect in their variation patterns the course of

decreolization in Hawaiia~ Creole, rather than the existing

variation patterns of Standard English.
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CHAPTER 1

AN INTRODUCTION TO GOALS, THEORY, AND

PARADIGM OF ANALYSIS

1.1. Introduction and Overview

The major goal of this study is to correctly describe

variability in Hawaiian Creole Eng1ish1 (HC henceforth)

restrictive relative clauses (RRCs henceforth). The primary

focus is on determining which of several analyses best

describes variation between RRC types. The second goal is

to use the examination of RRC type variation as an avenue

toward an explanation of the decreo1ization2 of the RRC in

HC. Three questions are addressed:

1. What strategy or strategies do a representative
sample of HC speakers use to choose one versus
another RRC type?

2. How do these strategies indicate the path of
decreo1ization for the RRC?

3. Which RRC type is oldest--i.e., were the
different RRC types introduced into HC at
different times?

The next section in this chapter (1.2.) offers the

reader: a review of several different approaches to the

analysis of variability in decreo1izing communities, both

in Hawaii and the Caribbean; section 1.3 offers a statement

about the relationship between data and theory in the study

of linguistic variation; and section 1.4 presents a brief

outline of elicitation procedures and goals.
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The main RRC types are described and data collection

and analysis criteria are explained in Chapter 2; a question

raised in Bickerton (1977) as to the separate existence of

one of the RRC types (the pronoun type) is investigated in

Chapter 3; three analyses of RRC variability among ten

strong creole speakers are compared in Chapter 4; the varia

tion patterns of thirty decreolized speakers are described

in Chapter 5,; and the findings outlined in Chapters 2-5 are

summarized and evaluated in Chapter 6. Appendix 1 includes

a complete display of the data, speaker by speaker, arrayed

according to the three different analyses. The second

Appendix is a short outline of the orthography used to

transcribe the HC data. This orthography is based on the

one developed by Carol Odo (1973) to transcribe the tape

recorded interviews made for the Non-Standard Hawaiian English

Project, an NSF-funded project designed to study Hawaiian

English in depth and directed by Derek Bickerton.

1.2.1. Analyses of Hawaiian English (HE)

The first thorough scholarly analysis of HE, though

basically a sociological treatise, was written by John

Reinecke in 1935. (A distinction is drawn here between HE,

meaning all varieties of English spoken by people living in

Hawaii, and HC, meaning the non-standard varieties of English

spoken by people born and raised in Hawaii.) Reinecke's

work, Language and Dialect in Hawaii, was published in 1969
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under the editorship of Stanley Tsuzaki. Reinecke identified

several sociologically-differentiable varieties of HE, among

them a 'creole dialect', a 'colonial dialect', and a

'makeshift' language or pidgin. He offered a number of rea

sons for the existence of these disparate HE varieties, but

as might be expected in a sociological treatise, few were

linguistic in nature. Reinecke had no tape recorder to

collect samples of actual speech, and his data came largely

from written samples and his personal experience with

different types of speakers. His experiences with HE

speakers were quite broad, leading him toward an understand

ing of native speaker intuitions about HC, and his correla

tion of migration patterns with HE varieties very interesting,

for sociologist and layman alike. But for linguistic pur

poses, where a large amount of recorded, stylistically-varied

speech data are crucial,3 this book has limitations.

Reinecke, however, proposed a general description

of all of Hawaiian English which was in striking theoretical

concord with later linguistic descriptions of HC. Reinecke

spoke of a 'language mastery continuum' as perhaps the best

description of the range of varieties of HE. Furthermore,

he realized that HE speakers were not merely located at

one point on the continuum, but controlled a range of varie

ties. Whether or not Reinecke's continuum bears a histor-

ical relationship to the continuum models of DeCamp (1971),

Bailey (1970), and Bickerton (1971) (see section 1.3 below),

it is obvious that Reinecke understood the nature of the
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relationship between at least some of the varieties of HE.

Now, almost 40 years later, a group of linguists armed with

tape recorders and precise data measurement and storage

techniques has come to the same basic conclusion in their

study of HC. Day (1973), Odo (1972), Peet (1974)4 and

Bickerton (1976, 1977) all present strong evidence for the

existence of some kind of continuum of lects in HC, where

the term l~ct means a variety of a language which is dif

ferentiable from other varieties on the basis of a single

linguistic feature or set of features, for example, past

tense marking, copula usage, or the presence or absence of

relative pronouns. Reinecke's continuum included the

English of non-native speakers living in Hawaii, while

Bickerton et al. do not see the systems of non-native

speakers as belonging to the continuum, but this is still

an unresolved issue. The fact remains that first credit

for the theoretical concept of some kind of continuum in

HE belongs to Reinecke.

Stanley Tsuzaki, who edited Reinecke's 1935 manuscript

for publication, comes to a somewhat different conclusion.

Though he recognizes that in actual speech interaction,

HE speakers do vary widely in all areas of grammar, he

still sees the necessity, for linguistic purposes, of

abstracting three co-existent systems as the most viable

analysis of variability in HE (Tsuzaki 1971). In this

analysis, there are only three abstract separate sys

tems in HE: Hawaiian Pidgin English, Hawaiian
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Creole English, and Hawaiian Dialect English (the latter

having standard and non-standard sub-systems). The distance

between these systems, in terms of the linguistic features

Tsuzaki offers as examples, is considerable. For example,

Tsuzaki claims that while the simple past is marked with a

sentence or discourse-initial adverbial (e.g., olden time,

before time) and no morphological or inflectional marker on

the verb stem in Hawaiian Pidgin, Hawaiian Creole uses a

directly pre-verbal bin or ~ and Hawaiian Dialect English

uses the standard English stem-final inflections for

'regular' verbs and stem-internal vowel shifts, etc., for

'irregular' verbs. Other example features display the same

drastic differences. Tsuzaki admits, however, that these

systems can never be discovered in their entirety by listen

ing to any actual speaker (1971:334). He indicates that

there will be mixings of variant forms and strings from

each of the three systems in any sample of actual speech in

any style. This fact he attempts to explain in the tradi

tional model for borrowings between and mixture of adjacent

systems, which is usually seen as a random process. He

offers as one of the main reasons for his conservatism the

lack of any systematic counter-evidence. He uses his own

native HE speaker intuitions, tape recordings, and textual

materials as his data sources.

So whether the topic is inter-speaker variation or

style-shifting by single speakers, Tsuzaki claims that
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differences in speech forms are best identified in refer

ence to the co-existent system model. Speakers are either

using Hawaiian Pidgin, Hawaiian Creole or Hawaiian Dialect

English systems at all times by his analysis, and any

Hawaiian Creole features which are used by Hawaiian Pidgin

speakers, for example, are seen as borrowings. So the old

man who first says:

1. Olden time, her fix plenty kaukau.

She made lots of food before.

and then a few seconds later says:

2. She bin make [make] las' year. (brackets indi
cate phonetics)

She died last year.

is mixing Hawaiian Pidgin (in 1.) with Hawaiian Creole (in

2.) in his simple past marking and subject pronoun choice.

He might be code-switching, if there is some definite social

correlate to his usage; but if there is no social correlate,

he must be analyzed as mixing systems.

Carol Odo (1972) claims that both inter-speaker and

intra-speaker (style shift) variation in HC can be explained

in terms of a continuum model much like the one Reinecke

suggested, but linguistically patterned on the continuum

model developed in DeCamp (1971) and refined in Bickerton

(1971). She studies several features of different natures:

syntactic--the 'creole' non-use of copula and the 'standard'
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use of copula with present progressive verbals, e.g.,

creole: She walking (SE: She's walking.); 1exica1--the

use of creole get or standard there is/was for the existen

tial verb, and the use of creole ~ or standard a, an

as indefinite article. Her data support the continuum

hypothesis and indicate a ranked imp1icationa1 re1ationship5

between the use of different variants: Use of creole one

implies use ~f creole progressive, and use of creole get

implies use of both of the other creole variants. Use of

get by an HE speaker then establishes him as farther away

from SE than use of only ~ without ~, and use of one

farther away than use of creole progressive, etc. Odo sug

gests that knowledge of the relationships between variants

is the mechanism by which the HE speaker identifies both

others' speech and his own as more or less 'pidgin' (the

common Hawaiian term for He), or more or less 'standard'

English. Her data consist of extensive recordings 'in

several settings' of 13 four-year-old HE speakers of widely

varied backgrounds.

Richard Day (1973) weighs alternative hypotheses against

his data on the HE copula and reaches the conclusion that a

continuum of lects best explains the data. His argument is

involved but may be outlined as follows:

1. He discovers four ranked environments for use of

present tense Standard English copula in the gross

statistics of occurrences in the speech of his
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sample population: before noun phrase, predicate

adjective, locative predicate, and progressive

verb.

2) He finds that when his speakers' outputs are

matched with grammars which would generate them,

there is a range of at least five grammars mini

mally distinguished by environment for copula

presence/absence, each of which is used by at

least several speakers in his data.

The point here is that both Day and Odo test the descriptive

models of Tsuzaki and DeCamp/Bickerton against their data

and both conclude that the continuum model offers a more

adequate description than the co-existent system model.

Bickerton's (1977) recent analysis of Hawaiian Creole

relativization in Change and Variation in Hawaiian English,

V. 2, is investigated in Chapters 3-6.

1.2.2. Analyses of Decreolization in Guyanese
and Jamaican Contexts

Derek Bickerton (1971, 1973a, 1975) has analyzed

various features in Guyanese English (GE) and discovered in

all cases that there exists a range of minimally-differen

tiated lectal possibilities in reference to each feature.

He especially stresses that there are combinations of both

'standard' and 'creole' variants with variants which cannot

be called either 'standard' or 'creole', but must be

described as having a separate linguistic existence. These
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separate variants are labelled 'mesolectal' (in contrast

to 'acrolectal' and 'basilectal' for 'most-standard' and

'most-creole', respectively) and are seen as generated by

rules and rule combinations which belong to neither

'standard' nor 'creole' systems described in earlier works

on GE. Bickerton also discovers implicational relation

ships between the uses of rules generating each lect in the

continuum: use of rule B implies the potential use of

rule A, use of rule C implies the potential use of both A

and B, etc.

David DeCamp's seminal article (DeCamp 1971) 'Toward

a Generative Analysis of a Post-Creole Continuum' was

perhaps one of the most critical in launching most, if not

all of the post-1968 studies discussed above (not excluding

this one). DeCamp uses a scalogram analysis 6 to attempt

an adequate description of variation in the Jamaican 'post-

creole continuum,' as he named the range of varieties of

Jamaican English. The span of varieties in a decreolizing

community is very broad and this breadth is quite visible.

One can walk around the city or village and hear an amazing

number of speech varieties, which would seem to require a

myriad of significantly different prammars to generate.

DeCamp's use of the scalogram to represent the possible

permutations of outputs for six variables with only two

variants each represented the first attempt by a linguist

to construct a device for describing such a range of speech
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varieties. DeCamp was still conceiving of single variables

as formally bipolar, representing the 'creole' and 'stan

dard' systems, but he had discarded the model of two

separate systems as inadequate for the description of varia

bility in Jamaican English. Bickerton developed DeCamp's

model for continuum analysis and added to it the notion of

tri- or multi-polar variables in the speech of a great

number of Guyanese. Since there are three variants of the

RRC in HC, Bickerton's techniques of analysis should provide

some insight into the problem of explaining the usage of

these RRC variants.

1.2.3. A Synthesized Model

Is it perhaps possible that both the co-existent

systems and continuum models are valid? Quoting Tsuzaki:

Even a detailed examination of the verbal
systems of HE leads to an apparent discon
firmation of the co-existent interpretation
because the several systems are not to be
found occurring in their unadulterated forms
but rather in combinations of differing
proportions with one another, often in the
same corpus and even in apparently identi
cal contexts and styles .

. . . (T)his poses ... the problem of being
faced with an analysis which does not seem
to account for a sufficient proportion of
the corpus to be considered seriously as a
solution.... (T)he problem is complicated
further because I find that the initial
analysis in terms of co-existent systems
still appeals to me. That is, it is a
relatively neat and simple explanation of
the HE situation which is basically in
accord with my native intuition. I feel
it is essentially correct and sense a kind
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of reality to the three-fold scheme posited
above which the right a~,roach to the data
ought to justrry. . (1: 1:334-~-underlining
~o~)

Tsuzaki's intuition as a native-speaker of HE supports the

co-existent system model against evidence which very

strongly suggests another is needed. The problem may be a

familiar one: perhaps Tsuzaki is taking the emic viewpoint,

as an HE speaker, and the others (Bickerton, et al.) are

taking an etic stance, as outside observers. Both could

then be right according to their viewpoints. If this were

the case, the same gradatum of lects which appears continuous

to.theoutside observer, could be cut up into three separate,

stacked and bordering continua, with distinct boundaries

in the mind of the native-speaker, as in Figure I below:

I

HP

n-x

HC

n-y

HDE

n

Figure I

Three Separate, Bordering Continua

There would be likely to be some confusion among native

speakers when asked whether any lect i at some point along

the continuum should rightfully be called an example of

'Hawaiian Pidgin,' 'Hawaiian Creole,' or 'Hawaiian Dialect
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English,' but this confusion could be traceable to the social

background of the evaluating native-speaker. For speakers

who have daily contact with 'Pidgin' speakers, the line

separating 'Pidgin' and 'Creole' might be left of n-x in

Figure 1. For speakers who have little contact with

'Hawaiian Dialect English', the line separating 'Hawaiian

Dialect English' and 'Hawaiian Creole' might be left of

n-y. Notice that each vertical line in Figure 1 represents

one lect. Most sneakers in the HC continuum control a

range of bordering lects--a wide span which they can under

stand and a narrower one they can produce. A speaker whose

perceived range of lects begins between lect 1 and lect n-x

at one end and ends between lect n-y and lect n at the other

end might perceive HC (the language of the local born) to

extend into HP (the English of those who immigrated to

Hawaii) as the linguist with his etic, outsider's percep

tion would define them. The etic picture in Figure I and

the ernie picture in the native speaker's mind could be

different, and yet the continuum would be the same.

It is apparent, in any case, that the ranked-Iect

continuum model provides an interesting way to answer the

questions Tsuzaki left unresolved as to how the observed

'intermixture' between his co-existent systems could be

adequately described. Therefore, this study attempts to

provide the continuum model another test, for a rather high

level variable area in semantax; relative clause formation.
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The next section of this chapter indicates just how this

writer views the question of accountability,7 the relation

of theory to data for variability analysis, and the distinc

tion between group and individual grammars.

1.3.1. Data and Theory in Static and Dynamic Paradigms

The decision as to just what constitutes data in lin

guistic inquiry and how that data, once determined, relates

to the philosophy of science and linguistic theory which

govern the data-gathering, is crucial to the modern lin

guist. 8 Chomsky (1965:10) claims that before actual speech

'performance' can be studied effectively, the underlying

system of the language (the 'competence' of the ideal

speaker-hearer) must be better understood.

There seems to be little reason to question
the traditional view that investigation of
performance will proceed only so far as
understanding of underlying competence permits.

But William Labov(197la:40) points out that the 'Saussurean

dichotomy' which underlies that traditional view presents a

paradox to the linguist:

Ferdinand de Saussure established a strong,
almost unshakable distinction between
language and speech: language (langue) as
our abstract knowledge of linguistic struc
ture, speech (parole) as what we actually say.
This involved a curious paradox: for lanrue
which Saussure considered to be the socia
aspect of language, was conceived of as so
general that a linguist could obtain data
on it from any given individual, even from
himself. But parole, the individual aspect
of language, was thought of as so variable
that it could only be studied by a kind of
social survey.
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Therefore, says Labov (197la:41)

. . . the major current of linguistic
research in the past four decades has
carried us further away from the speech
of everyday life.

Labov attributes this current to the lack of available

techniques for studying actual speech data, as well as to

the general conviction among linguists that parole was not

either amenable to or worthy of study. American linguists

of the twentieth century, both generativists and structural

ists, have usually restricted analysis to native-speaker

intuitions about the grammar of a language, whether their

own or their informants'.

The dynamic paradigm linguist has a very different idea

of what constitutes interesting data (Bailey 1970). Instead

of limiting his interest to invariant systems, he actively

seeks to explain the speech variation that Chomsky charac

terized as too difficult to attempt to describe before

competence is better understood. While Chomsky's goal is

abstraction of the 'grammar of a language' from the lin

guist's intuitions, the linguist whose paradigm is dYnamic

(who views language as a dYnamic process, rather than a

static, invariant system) deals with speech as primary data,

rather than speaker's intuitions about speech. The theory

of the dYnamic paradigm linguist aims to describe and

explain variation phenomena as direct evidence of the dynamic

grammar of a language, i.e., the ways in which the grammar
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is changing, as well as its invariant aspects. It is still

very much an issue in variation theory just what the nature

of linguistic system is, and especially (see Bickerton

1973b:4-6) whether all speakers of what we call languages

actually do share a set of rules which Bickerton calls a

'unitary core grammar,' or whether, as Bickerton's research

seems to suggest, the 'dialects' of some languages differ

in deep as well as low-level rules. This is indeed a

counter-revolutionary (or revolutionary) idea, depending

on what aspect of Chomsky's contributions to linguistics

is under consideration: his establishment of theory

oriented research and the hypothetico-deductive method is

revolutionary; his static view of grammar is not--it is

simply a reflection of continued belief in the Saussurean

dichotomies.

1.3.2. Linguistic Competence and How to Get At It

The choice of Hawaiian English as the source of data

for this dissertation is directly related to the heightened

visibility of variation phenomena in communities undergoi~g

decreolization. I agree with Chomsky tbat:

The problem for the linguist, as well as for
the child learning the language, is to deter
mine from the data of performance the under
lying system of rules that has been ~astered
by the speaker-hearer and that he puts to
use in actual performance. Hence, in the
technical sense, linguistic theory is mental
istic, since it is concerned with discovering
the mental reality underlying actual behavior.
(1965:4,1,13)
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My purpose is to describe the rule systems of both language

form and language use, however, so it is necessary for me

to handle the 'data of performance' as theoretically impor

tant entities in themselves, not merely as full of unsys

tematic errors, and thereby less interesting and more opaque

to analysis than intuitions, as Chomsky treats them. The

data referred to in Bailey MS; Elliot, Legum and Thompson

1969; Carden 1970; Bickerton 1971, et al. indicate that

there is some very real sense in which the grammar must

account for implicational relationships in the use of

different rules to accomplish denotatively identical pur

poses in speech production. So while Chomsky considers

speech 'errors' in social interactions to be a roadblock

impeding the attempts of both linguist and child language

acquisition device in their attempts to construct underlying

grammars, variation theory considers recorded speech samples

to be more reliable primary data than either the linguist's

or the native-speaker's intuitions about grammar. A case

in point is Labov's discussion (1966) of the consistent

failure of New York City speakers to correctly identify

themselves as having (generally socially disapproved)

phonological rule outputs which tape recordings of their

speech demonstrate they do have. This fact, coupled with

the well-known inability of generative grammarians to agree

on the grammatica1ity of the data used to support major

hypotheses, leads the linguist who is concerned with being
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right (Labov 1970) to a partial rejection of linguists'

conscious intuitions as more than partially satisfactory

helps for data and recommends an objective search for

reflections of underlying regularities in language in its

social context, that is, in the speech of individuals inter

acting normally, without any conscious evaluation or audio-

monitoring (Labov 1966) of their speech. It must be stressed

here that the willingness of dynamic paradigm linguists

(Labov, Bailey et. al.) to admit speech data to the realm

of interesting linguistic phenomena does not imply a rejec

tion of grammaticality judgments or other conscious evalua

tions of linguistic capacity as interesting linguistic

data. On the contrary, anything which leads to greater

understanding about t~e nature of the linguistic mechanism

in the mind of the speaker-hearer is considered valid data.

Labov employs a variety of tests from translation to reading

samples,9 to help him determine the differences between

individual grammars. Elliot, Leg~~ and Thompson use a test

of acceptability judgments l O to help them determine implic

cational patterns which indicate rule differences (in rule

ordering, as well as in the presence or absence of a rule

in the grammar between grammars of individuals tested).

This is a good example of the use of 'performance" data (in

this case, perception rather than production) to create a

better analysis of underlying structures in the grammar.
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1.4. Elicitation Techniques and the Data

The data l l for this study include speech samples trans

cribed from recordings made of many different types of

speakers on four islands of the Hawaiian chain: Kauai,

Oahu, Maui and Hawaii. The recordings were made partly

during the author's Ford Foundation-funded dissertation

research, and partly during the data-gathering period of

the Non-Standard Hawaiian English Project (NHEP). Of the

40 speakers in the sample for this paper, 9 were recorded

by the author, but the great majority were recorded by local

interviewers. Speakers of both sexes, all age levels, many

socioeconomic levels, and most major ethnic groups are

represented in the data.

During the recording sessions, audiomonitoring (con

scious style control) by the speakers was kept to a minimum

by tailoring conversational topics as much as possible to

open 'the floodgates of speech' (Labov 1970). With the

stylistic background set as casual, linguistic interaction

was allowed to proceed normally, with the interviewer/

initiator talking only as much as seemed natural. Having

people born and raised in the islands doing much of the

interviewing greatly reduced the amount of tension gener

ated by the recording sessions, and therefore aided the

speedy reduction of audiomonitoring by interviewees. How-

ever, audiomonitoring can be reduced even further by con-

ducting group recording sessions with peer groups. Several
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group sessions were recorded for the NHEP with middle-aged

men from Oahu, Kauai, and Hawaii, and these sessions pro

duced excellent samples of basi1ecta1 He. These group

sessions provide the data for Chapters 3 and 4, while the

interview sessions provide the data for Chapter 5.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER 1.

1. 'Hawaiian Creole English' is here used asa cover term
for the whole range of varieties of English spoken by
people born and raised in Hawaii. This range extends
from a 'most creole' variety at one end to a 'most
standard' variety at the other. I do not include the
English of those who do not speak it as natives in the
range of varieties mentioned above, though I might have.
Non-natively-learned varieties of English or 'pidgins'
are in some sense h~ghly restricted in function or
less than full languages by their very nature. For
this reason, I have excluded from my corpus--except
for comparative purposes--data from non-native speakers.

2. Decreolization occurs in a community where a 'creole'
speaking group (which has naturally acquired a range
of varieties of English similar to both the pidgins
of non-native speakers and the standard varieties of
another group) living in a socially-subordinate posi
tion to a 'standard' speaking group acquires increas
ing degrees of social mobility and with it both the
educational channels and social motivations to learn
more 'standard' varieties. The distance between the
'most creole' and 'most standard' varieties may then
decrease, or perhaps more realistically, the number
of speakers in the community who use 'most creole'
varieties will be negatively sanctioned socially, and
most speakers will use varieties somewhere between
'most creole' and 'most standard.' (See ~~innom 1971:
111 for a short discussion of decreolization.)

3. DeCamp (1971:368-9) argues that 'empirical studies,
with large samples and rigorous experimental proce
dures' are necessary if any conclusive statements
are desired about the discreteness or continuousness
of varieties in a decreolizing community. Bicker-
ton (1973a:l~ argues that a 'variegated corpus' gathered
from speakers of all ages, socioeconomic levels, and
ethnic groups, and of both sexes is necessary to
create a corpus most suited to the analysis of the
great range of varieties in a decreolizing community.

4. Peet 1974 represents an early outline of Relativiza
tion In A Creole Continuum in which one of the analyses
introduced in Chapter 4 below describes variation
between two of the three RRC types treated in Chapter 2.

5. The theoretical nature of implicational relationships
will be spelled out in further detail later in this
chapter and especially in Chapters 4 and 5.
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6. DeCamp explains (p. 369, fn. 1) that he developed the
technique to clarify description of Jamaican English
variation and discovered If _. that sociologists-
notably Guttman--had been uSLng the same type of scale
for over twenty years. See also pp. 354-358 for
application of this technique.

7. Sociolinguists (especially Labov 1970 et al.) dis
trust theories and hypotheses supported by data based
on native-speaker intuitions. They feel that language
is, after all, a communicative device, and must be
examined as such if its true nature is to be discovered.

8. Bailey (1971, 1973, etc.) has often argued for an
exact statement of the nature of data to be examined
and the relation of data to the theory under which it
is examined as a prerequisite to scientific research,
and therefore to ~portant linguistic research. In
this, he agrees ~~ Chomsky, who scores structural
ist linguists for never making--or even realizing the
necessity to make--such a statement. Therefore,
section 2 attempts to state this writer's position.

9. See Labov 1966. Labov uses the translation test
(also called 'memory test') partly as a clue to
differences in speakers' grammars, but also to deter
mine whether or not a speaker has access to his under
lying system. He does this by first testing a group
for their capacity to correctly translate structures
Labov has already analyzed from standard English to a
non-standard variety (e.g., Black English). Those who
produce the non-standard forms as Labov has predicted
are considered good informants and reliable for work
on complex structures which are difficult to elicit
in normal interviews. The only thing wrong with this
is that Labov is assuming a single system rather than
a continuum as the correct model for the non-standard
variety. Under this assumption, there are right and
wrong translations. If the continuum model were
assumed, however, it would be possible to assign
descriptions to all variant structures.

10. 'Acceptable' is defined by Chomsky (1965:10) as
referring to 'utterances that are perfectly natural '
and immediately comprehensible without paper-and-pencil
analysis, and in no way bizarre or outlandish'; in
contrast to 1 grammatical , ' which refers to strings
assigned a description by the rules of the language
system. He maintains that it is quite possible for a
sentence to be completely grammatical, yet completely
unacceptable, because of complex structuring with
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repeated nesting or self-embedding. However, it may
well be possible to prove that there are 'global'
constraints included in the grammar which operate to
restrict the production or perception (if not predic
tion by the grammar as well) of graID~atical, unaccept
able strings.

11. The writer greatly appreciates the willingness of
Derek Bickerton, Richard Day, and Carol Odo to share
their data. Several transcripts used here as data
sources were contributed by both Day and Odo, and
Bickerton has been most generous in allowing access
to the data of the Non-Standard Hawaiian English
Project.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATIVE CLAUSE TYPES IN HAWAIIAN CREOLE:

DEFINING THE PROBLEM

2.1. The Major Relative Clause Types

Two types of restrictive relative clause (RRC) will be

considered here: those in which the relativized noun is

subject of the relative clause, as in 1 below; and those

in which the relativized noun is in the predicate of the

relative clause, as in 2. The cases in which the rela

tivized noun is only part of the subject will not be

treated here.

1. The woman who came to dinner was beautiful.

2. The woman that I took to dinner was beautiful.

Speakers in the HC continuum have grammars similar to

Standard English (SE) as regards the second type. An SE

grammar would permit optional omission of the relative

pronoun that in 2, yielding 3:

3. The woman I took to dinner was beautiful.

This is likewise an acceptable sentence for any HC speaker.

Because of near identity between SE and HC grammars for this

second type of RRCs, they will not be treated further in

this analysis.

The first type of RRCs is handled somewhat differently
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by HC speakers, however. While it would be ungrammatical to

omit the relative pronoun who in 4 for SE speakers,l 5 was

produced by one strongly-creole HC speaker and perceived as

perfectly grammatical by another. (Note that ~VHIZ is not

involved here, since gon in 5 is a future marker, not

equivalent to SE going to.)

4.

5 .

The guy who was gonna lay the vinyl for me
(had) quoted me a price.

Da ~a~ gon lei da vainil faw mi bin kwot mi
pra~s. M-F-45-H3

(A point of clarification is necessary here: 'RRC' in this

study refers to the whole NP at the highest level, including

the head NP. 'Relative clause' means that clause which

follows the head NP. The distinction is felt necessary on

one hand because it simplifies discussion to be able to

refer to the whole NP as subject or object of the matrix

sentence. On the other hand, there is something intrinsi

cally unitary about a noun phrase containing a relative

clause, whether it includes a head ~W, relative pronoun,

and relative clause predicate, as in 1, or only a head NP

plus relative clause predicate, as in 5. But especially

in the case of the 'headless' or 'who-less' relative, it is

not clear that the 'head NP' is indeed separate from the

'relative clause'. For these reasons, without going fur-

ther into abstraction and away from the main task at hand--

i.e., describing patterns of variation, the cover term RRC
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is used throughout the text to refer to the whole highest

NP containing a relative clause.) The 'who-less' P~C in

5 above is found in HC in all possible ~~ positions in the

matrix sentence, for example: as subject of main verb,

as in 5 above, and in 6;

6. Mai waif stei hom, ae? mai waif not dea.
Sambadi stei in da daens no mai waif, mai
waif mit am. Ei! Ai haed it! Ai keim baek

,wid lipstik anda da kala, maw wrs. M-PR-58-0

(Let's say) my wife's at home, okay? my wife's
not there. (If) somebody (who) is at the dance
knows mhwife, (and) my wife meets him/her.
Eh! I ad it. (If) I came back with linstick
under my collar, (it would be) worse. .

as preposed subject of main verb, as in 7;

7. Filapino gais keim thru hia dei tol mi 'Ji,
ai no kaen, do.' M-PR-58-0

(The/some) Filipino guys (who) came through
here they told me 'Gee, I can't though.'

as predicate of copular sentence, as in 8;

8. Yaw hasbin is da wan wok Kidigawa. M-F-45-H

Your husband is the one (who) works (at)
Kitagawa (store).

as postposed predicate of copular sentence, as in 9;

9. Hu da ada gai, da gai inshurans maen, da gai
kam yaw haus? M-F-45-H

~Vho's the other guy, the guy (who's the)
insurance man, the guy (who) came (to) your house?
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as object of main verb, as in 10;

10. Ai bawt wan ova dea bin kaws mi awmos hanid
fifti baks. M-F-42-H

I bought one over there (that) cost me almost
a hundred fifty bucks.

and as postposed object of main verb, as in 11;

11. No, ai get da ada kaet--da wan stei da autsaid
bai opihai said. M-F-42-H

No, I have the other cat (caterpillar tractor)-
the one (that) is on the outside by Opihai side.

The most interesting thing about these 'who-less' RRCs

in HC is not their mere existence, but their distribution.

They occur in all sentence positions, in quite large

numbers--171 out of a total of 380 RRCs in the sample are

'who-less'. This abundance and wide distribution of 'who-

less' RRCs indicates one major difference in relativization

grammars between HC and SE, but there is one other interest

ing HC feature. Some HC speakers use a common personal

pronoun such as hi, shi, or dei rather than a relative

pronoun in forming some of their RRCs. Sentences 12-15

below are examples. (Note that while some of the following

examples might be read at first glance as having no RRC

at all, just two adjacent sentences, this is not actually

the case. Refer to data selection criteria on p. 31

below.)
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12. Daes da kain dei get sked aen ran awei.
M-H/F-17-0

That's the kind that get scared and run away.

13. Yu gon saspen oni wan gai--da w~n hi bin tel
yu faw stap. M-F-50-0

You'd suspend only one guy--the one that had
told you to stop.

14. Laik nau, lata pipl dei get marid dei don-
dei don laes lawng. M-P-27-K

Like now, a lot of people that get married they
don't last long.

15. Ai no sam gaiz daun dea dei get--plaent rait
in baek. M-F-45-H

I know some guys down there that have plants
right in back.

Notice that the position of the RRC in the matrix

sentence is different in each of the examples. In 12, ,the

RRC is in the predicate of a copular sentence. In 13, the

~~C is an extraposed or focussed object of the main verb

saspen. In 14, the RRC is the subject of the main verb

don laes. This 'pronoun' type of RRC appears in all major

sentence positions: subject, object, and copular predicate.

It can stand alone as a focussed NP (13), or it can be

included in the main sentence as a non-focussed NP (15).

But perhaps the clearest examples of these 'pronoun' type

RRCs are those in which the tL~C stands separate from the

main sentence as in 13. The RRC da wan hi bin tel YU faw.

stap is unequivocally performing the function of a RRC: to

identify a referent through a full predication when the
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referent is itself the subject or object of a main-sentence

predicate. The P~C in 13 gives a clear answer to the

unasked question who? or which guy? The speaker has

decided these questions need answers. Therefore, he answers

them himself, before they can be asked by his interlocutor,

by using the RRC da wan hi bin tel yu faw stap. 16 below

shows another clear case of an extruded 'pronoun' type FRC,

in this case an object which has been fronted in comoarison

with another RRC.

16. Da bif dei it kaina drai graes, aen da wan
hu it grin graes--yu karnper da tu tugeda ....
M-H-79-K

The beef (cattle) that eat kind of dry grass,
and the ones who eat green grass--you compare
the two together.

HC, therefore, has two variants of restrictive relative
4clause which are quite different from the SE form: those

with no pronoun copy of any kind, and those with a personal,

rather than relative, pronoun copy of the head NP. Those

with no pronoun copy will henceforth be referred to as

0-types; those with a personal pronoun copy, as P-types.

However, most HC speakers also produce a RRC variant with

relative pronoun copies, as in land 4 above. This variant

will be referred to as the R-type RRC.

Non-restrictive relative c1auses--in which the relative

clause simply adds new information about an entity which is

already completely defined, as in 17;
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17. The woman, who came to dinner, was beautiful.

versus RRCs such as those in 1-16, where the relativization

is integral to the identification of t~e entity referred

to--are found very seldom in the sneech of HC speakers.

Though there may be some interesting differences between

the HC and SE grammars for non-restrictives, the relative

wealth of restrictives in the data, and the distinctions

between HC and SE restrictives dictate the narrowing of

focus to restrictives alone. Section 2.2 below explains

how samples of HC restrictives were chosen for analysis.

2.2. Criteria for Sample and Data Selection

The data on which this analysis is based are taken from

the transcriptions of the tape-recorded speech of 40 HC

speakers. These data represent the total number of occur

rences of RRCs in those texts, according to the limitations

outlined in paragraph two below. The 40 sneakers were chosen

from an original speaker sample approximately twice as

large, precisely because they each produced enough RRC

tokens to make comparison of individual grammars possible,

averaging 9.5 tokens per speaker. No speaker producing

fewer than four RRCs was admitted to analysis, mainly

because comparing the rule systems of individual speakers

would surely be impossible with fewer than four. Furt~er

more, placing speakers with fewer than 4 tokens on an

implicational scale would not be meaningful. S Of the 380
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RRCs in the data, there were 171 0-ty~es, 48 P-types, and

161 R-types. This represents almost an even balance

between R- and 0-types, with about 13% of the total being

P-types.

These figures represent the totals after several limi

tations of a linguistic nature were initially imposed on

the data. Complex NPs which might in other analyses have

been considered RRCs were not so considered here for pur

poses of uniformity. The major linguistic criterion for

inclusion as data was that there be either a finite verb

in the RRC or some pronoun copy of the relativized (or

'head') noun. On the finite verb criterion, 20 below was

admitted for analysis; 19 was not.

19. Ai figa was - meibi sambadi pikin ap
opihi hia. M-J-50-0

I figured (it) was - maybe somebody picking
up opihi around here.

20. Wi stap aet dis pleis was selin watamelin.
F-H-35-0

We stopped at this place (that) was selling
watermelon.

If 19 had been ...meibi sam gai hi pikin ap opihi, it would

have been admitted by the second criterion, since there

would then be a pronoun copy: hi. Complex NPs with prepo

sition phrase predication like in the back in the NP the

man in the back, or copular predication without surfaced

copula, like pikin ap ooihi in 19 above were not included
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in the data. The rationale for omitting such NPs from

analysis is as follows: They are reduced relative clauses

in SE as well as in HC according to the bulk of transfor

mational-generative analyses; therefore there is no need

for an unique HC description.

Other requirements for data admissibility were the

embedding and postposition of the RRC. Sentences such as

21 and 22 below were not admitted to analysis. In the case

of 21, there is a clear sentence-final intonation contour

after papi.

21. Wi get wan small lidol papi. She pat Jrmen
Sheprd. F-H-18-0

We have a small little puppy. She('s) part
German Shepherd.

Were there no such contour, 21 would have been included in

the data as a P-type P~C, because the sentence shi pat

Jrmen Sheprd would then have been embedded as the RRC in

the complex NP wan smaw lidol papi shi pat Jrrnen Sheprd.

In the case of 22, the RRC is preposed relative to the head

noun, as in Japanese.

22. Wea da 01 kain Jaepani maen haeng aut ova hia?
yu no dei-sit-araun-tawk stori kain. M-F-45-H

Where (do) the old kind (of) Japanese men hang
out over here? you know, the kind (that) sit
around (and) talk story.

vfuile this PJRC type is intrinsically interesting, it is
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seldom used by speakers born in Hawaii. There are more

attested occurrences of preposed RRCs in the texts of

Pidgin speakers--i.e., those who came to Hawaii speaking

other than English as their mother tongues (Bickerton and

Odo 1976:141-3). The s~eaker who produced 22 is capable of

spanning perhaps the whole HC continuum and quite facile

in the pidgins as well. This is probably why he produced

one of only. two examples of the proposed RRC found in the

data from HC (local-born) speakers.

Cleft sentences were also omitted from the data, since

the apparent surface complex NPs resulting from clefting

are not linguistically comparable to RRCs except in super

ficial ways. Example 23 below shows that what looks like

a RRC may not always be a RRC.

23. 0 yaw - yaw hasban wen, ae? no no no no no 
yaw san aen dawta daet keirn. M-F-45-H

Dh your husband went, right? no no no no no 
(it was) your son and daughter that came.

The candidate RRC does not actually restrict the head ~~

in any way, as does the relativizing predicate in a true

RRC. The phrase yaw san aen dawta in 23 is a presupposed,

definite entity, and the phrase daet keim serves no restrict

ing, definitivizing purpose whatever.

Since HC does have 0-type RRCs, there is always· the

possibility that a RRC might be confused with a simple

sentence, especially if the RRC is left or right-dislocated

from the matrix sentence. In 24 below, both da gai
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inshurans maen and da gai kam yaw haus were considered

RRCs rather than simple sentences because they are within

the scope of the question Hu da ada gai?

24. Hu da ada gai - da gai inshurans maen, da gai
kam yaw haus? M-F-45-H

Who('s) the other guy - the guy (who's an)
insurance man, the guy (who) came (to) your
house?

They clarify the referent by adding more identifying

predication, which is the main purpose of a RRC.

The above criteria were carefully applied to the data

in sorting for all true RRCs. Doubtful cases--where it

could not be clearly determined whether all the criteria

for selection were met by the candidate RRCs--were left out

of the sample. Readers are invited to page through Appendix

1, which contains all 380 tokens listed by speaker, if more

examples of any particular type of RRC are desired.

2.3. A Statement of the Problem

The problem addressed in this study is how to explain

the existence of 0-type and P-type RRCs as well as the more

SE R-type RRCs in the speech of individual HC speakers.

This problem has several aspects:

Variation How do speakers decide which of the three RRC
types to choose? Are they more likely to choose
a certain variant in any particular environment?
Are there different characteristic patterns for
speakers of different backgrounds?
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If SE only allows use of 0-type RRCs in certain
restricted environments (e.g., existential
sentences), and EC begins with a grammar which
allows only 0-types, as will be argued later,
how does the process of decreolization work?
Are there certain environments in which it was
easier for innovating HC speakers to form SE
type RRCs (i.e., R-types and possibly P-types)?
Do such environments allow the wave-like spread
of SE relativization rules from most favorable
to less-favorable to least-favorable, the final
goal being SE relativization, with all R-type
RRCs? Is the oattern of decreolization the
same as the pat~ern of sYnchronic variation?

Formalism:
The P-typ·e
RRC

Is it possible that P-type RRCs are fomed
through ·a different process than the other RRG
types? Do EC speakers transformationally
generate personal pronouns in the place where
a relative pronoun would otherwise occur, accord
ing to the constraints of a general pronoun copy
ing rule, as Bickerton (1977:274) suggests.

The problem of generating P-type RRCs is addressed in Chapter

3. The problems of variation and decreolization are the main

topics of Chapters 4 and 5.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Some non-standard 1ects of English might allow 4
without who.

2. The orthography used throughout this text for HC is
based on the one developed by Carol Odo (Odo 1973) for
the Non-Standard Hawaiian English Project. A guide to
this orthography may be found in the Appendix. The
transcriptions found in this study, however, are not
sufficiently phonetic to allow anything even approaching
a phonological study to be made with the data as pre
sented. For example, there is a continuum between
~ and ~' and an arbitrary decision was made to trans
cribe only those utterances with apparent tongue
retroflexion as r, and the rest as a. Therefore, fine
phonetic shadings are not represented, nor were they
seen as necessary for this working orthography. Though
not phonetic, the orthography allows the reader to
approximate the speech on the tapes (given an under
standing of the guidelines in Appendix 2, and some
practice sounding out the transcribed samples). This
would not have been possible, even for a native speaker
of HC, if standard English orthography had been used,
and phonetics would have been unnecessarily cumber
some. This note is offered in grateful appreciation
to Carol Odo for creating a workable, relatively
transparent representation of the HC sound system.

3. l~enever HC speakers are quoted in the text, an
identifying code is attached to the example. The
first letter indicates gender--M or F; the letters
following indicate ethnic background, e.g., F--Fi1ipino,
H--Hawaiian, P--Portuguese, PR--Puerto Rican, J-
Japanese, C-Chinese, Hao--Eao1e or non-Latin Caucasian;
the number following ethnicity indicates the age of
the speaker; and the last letter indicates the island
the speaker was raised on: M--Maui, H--Hawaii, K-
Kauai, O--Oahu. Two non-native speakers were included
in the sample for comparison. (I) indicates immigrant.

4. As suggested in note 1, the RRCs in sentences 5-11
might well be grammatical in other non-standard 1ects
of English besides decreo1izing He, but if they do
appear, they do not have such a broad distribution in
sentence position.

5. An imp1icationa1 scale usually requires dividing the
data according to at least three constraints, and there
are also three variants of the RRC in HC. This means
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that speakers with small numbers of RRCs would not be
meaningfully scalable. Since implicational scaling
is one of the major analytical tools used in Chapter
4, this arbitrary limitation on the data was felt
necessary.
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CHAPTER 3

PRONOUN COPYING AND RELATIVIZATION

IN HAWAIIAN CREOLE

3.1. Bickerton's Claim: Predictable Environments
for Pronoun Copying in Relative Clauses

Bickerton (1977) proposes an analysis of P-type RRCs

which is quite different from the one proposed in Chapter 2.

Bickerton claims that personal pronouns occur in the posi

tion of relative pronouns only in a predictable environment

(explained in detail below), while the claim in Chapter 2

is that P-types can occur in any environment where R-or

0-types can occur. Bickerton's analysis of P-type RRCs

is based on his general analysis of pronoun copying in

HC, and he finds that the environments which he claims to

require pronoun copying in any sentence are the same as

those which require pronoun copying in RRCs. Bickerton

finds that subjects tend to be copied with personal pronouns

when they totally define or first introduce their referent,

as in the sentence 'Some guys they like poi. '. They tend

not to be copied when their referent has already been intro

duced or specified in discourse, as in 'The big guy (pre

viously mentioned) likes poi.'.

The remainder of this chapter discusses some of the

details of Bickerton's analysis of P-type RRCs in comparison

to the analysis proposed in Chapter 2 above. The conclusion

is drawn that while Bickerton's criteria for pronoun copying
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may be valid in other than RRC situations, they do not seem

to clearly influence pronoun copying within RRCs.

Bickerton claims that the pronouns in P-type RRCs are

not relative pronouns at all, but si~ply derived through

the independent rule of pronoun copying. This rule is

based on the semantic criteria specified and defined, which

are explained as follows for relative clauses:

Relative clauses can either specify their
heads, i.e., enable one to select the
referent from a class of similar entities
(thus the dog that bit Charlie enables us to
select one unique dog from the class of all
dogs), or else define their heads, i.e., as
it were create a class that has no specific
properties other than those which the rela
tive clause assigns to it (thus people who
like ice cream unites a heterogeneous and
ill-defined class of persons who are perhaps
united only by the fact that all of them
like ice-cream). (Bickerton, 1977:125)

According to Bickerton, only defined ~~Cs in object position

allow pronoun copying within the RRC. The analysis entails

the following four claims:

1. ~Vhen the head noun of the RP.C is specified, the
PRC will not be subject to pronoun-copying rules.

2. Head NPs of defined RRCs will not be couied within
the RRC when the head NP is subject of the higher
sentence, as in A.

A. Sam gais is fifti dei gat had taim tu wawk.
M-F-50-0

Some guys (who) are fifty have a hard time
walking.

3. Defined-head ~~Cs will be copied when the head is
subject of the higher sentence, as in A.
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4. Head NPs of defined RRCs will be copied when the
head is object of the higher sentence, as in B.

B. Yu gon saspen oni wan gai - da wan hi bin
tel yu faw stap. M-F-50-0

You would suspend only one guy - the one that
told you to stop.

(The pronoun copies in A and B are underlined. The under

lining does not indicate stress.) Notice where the pronoun

copies fall in A and B. In A, the copy falls between the

RRC and the predicate of the higher sentence. In B, the

pronoun copy falls within the object ELRC. These are the

two positions where Bickerton predicts pronouns will be

inserted just in case the head ~~ of the relative clause

is defined. Specified head nouns restrict the copying

process, according to Bickerton, and pronoun copies are

predicted neither within the P~C, nor between the RRC and

the predicate of the higher sentence.

3.2. The Data Versus the Predictions
1The most-creole data used for this study do not sup-

port the above four claims. These data are produced by the

same group of speakers whose data Bickerton analyzed,

although Bickerton admits some examples not considered RRCs

according to the criteria outlined in Chapter 2 above. 2

Because Bickerton does not list all of his examples, there

is no way of knowing if the tokens he analyzed are exactly

the same as the ones analyzed here. They are, however, pro

duced by the same groups of speakers, with the addition of
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M-P-27-K and the deletion of M-F-52-H, whom Bickerton

admitted but was not analyzed here because he produced

fewer than four RRCs. But these few differences are not

crucial, since most of the examples which do not fit

Bickerton's predictions are produced by other speakers.

(M-P-27-K produced two of the non-fits, but other speakers

produced enough non-fits that Bickerton's hypothesis would

still be challenged without the extra data.)

Looking first at prediction 1 (from page 38 above),

of the ten specified subject RRCs in the data, eight (1-8)

are copied, and only two (9 and 10) are not.

1. Da frs kraeft daet kamin baek - aes wat dei
rod. t-f-F-45-K

The first craft that (was) coming back
what they rode.

that's

2. Dis gais daet stei in frant av mi, dei no stei
iven muv, dos gais, yu no. M-F-48-K

These guys that were in front of me, they didn't
even move, those guys, you know.

3. Dis maen da wan a - ranz da pleis, hiz in da
Filapinz nau. M-P-27-K

This man the one uh - (who) runs the place,
he's in the Philippines now. -

4. Filapino gais keim thru hia dei tol mi 'Ji,
ai no kaen, do'. M-PR-58-0

(The) Filipino guys (who) came through here
they told me 'Gee, I can't."

5. Da wan stei wit me nau is - his tweni-thri
yias 01 nau. M-F-50-0

The one (who) 's with me now is - he's twenty
three years old now.
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6. Daet is mai yangis san - da wan draiv me, wid
da lawng hea. M-F-50-0

That's my youngest son - the one (who) drove
me, with the long hair.

7. Daet - da gyrI keim in hia wit mai graensan,
daet is mai eldis dawta. M-F-50-0

The girl (who) came in here with my grandson,
that is my eldest daughter.

8. So da gais - da ada grup was wrkin dei go hom 
an da date H-F-36-0

So the guys - the other group (that) was working
they went home on the dot.

9. Daet gais ova dea teik awl daet go get panish,
boi. M-F-48-K

The guys over there (that) took all that will
get punished, boy.

10. Da gai gon lei da vainil faw mi bin kwot mi
prais.... M-F-45-H

The guy that was going to lay the vinyl for
me had quoted me a price.

Sentences 1-8 counter prediction number 1 above, and they

are produced by speakers from both Kauai and Oahu, which

lends credence to the claim that they are counter-examples.

If all the non-predicted data came from one or two speakers

from only one island, they could perhaps be explained away

as phenomena of decreolization. But'since the Hawaii

speakers do not produce RRCs in subject position, with the

exception of 10 above, 1-9 are the only data available, and

they strongly counter the prediction.

Looking next at prediction 2, most defined subject RRCs
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have either a relative pronoun or a personal pronoun. Out

of 16 subject RRCs which are defined, there are 11 R-types,

2 P-types, and only 3 0-types. It could be that the

R-types are produced through code-switching, but even if

they were explained away, there are still two P-type RRCs

versus three 0-types. The P-types (11 and 12) counter

prediction 2.

11. Gais dei wokin in de evri yia dei bringin hom.
M-F-50-0

Guys who are working there are bringing (some
bricks) horne every year.

12. Laik nau, lata pipol dei get marid dei don 
dei don laes lawng. M-P-27-K

Like now, a lot of people (that) get married
they don't last long.

The claim is that although the pronouns separating the

RRCs from the main predicates are expected, those separating

the head NPs from the RRC predicates are not.

Prediction 3 is apparently supported by the data, since

13 of the 16 defined subject RRCs are copied, but prediction

3 is closely tied to prediction 2. Since specified RRCs are

subject to movement and copying most of the time, prediction

3 loses a considerable amount of strength. If both

specified and defined subject RRCs are copied quite regu

larly, as the data show, it is not a very powerful claim

to say that defined subject RRCs are couied.

Prediction 4, that head NPs of defined object ~~Cs
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will be copied, is supported by only 2 out of 15 examples

in the data. There are 10 R-types, 2 P-types, and 3 0

types. Again, even if all the R-types represent shifts

toward SE, there are still only two out of five examples

which fit the prediction (13 and 14).

13. Yu gon saspen oni wan gai - da wan hi bin tel
yu faw stap. M-F-50-0

You would suspend only one guy - the one (who)
told you to stop.

14. Aim wan gai ai no laik tawk abaut vrrk. M-PR-58-0

I'm a guy who doesn't like to talk about work.

The credibility of prediction 4 is further challenged by

the fact that the only other two P-types in the data (15

and 16) are specified.

15. Ai no sam gais daun dea dei get plaent rait in
bae~. M-F-45-H

I know some guys down there (that) have plants
right in back.

16. Hu daet gai hi sei daet ... ? ~1-F-50-H

Who (is/was) that guy who says/said that ... ?

Since predictions 1-4 are not supported by the data,

the conclusion may be drawn that the copying process is not

governed by an independent pronoun copying rule, as sug

gested by Bickerton. There are two P-types produced in

subject RRCs and four in object RRCs, and there is no

reason to assume that they are formed any differently than
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either of the other two RRC types. For the purposes of

this study. it will be assumed that the underlying structure

for the RRC is the same in HC as Chomsky (1965) proposes

it is in SE. Given this assumption, the only difference

between 0, P-, and R-type RRCs is the nature of the anaphora

rule operating on the lower co-referent NP. To generate

0-types, the grammar would zero the NPi; for P-types, the

rule would ~e simple pronominalization; and for R-types,

there would be a relpro-insertion rule, just like in SE.

There does not seem to be any need for the application of

an independent pronoun-copying process within the RRC.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Bickerton shows that the ten men labeled most-creole
speakers here consistently produce the most-creole
variants of several major variables in HC. See
Bickerton 1977 for details.

2. Bickerton includes several examples of RRCs with
pronoun copies which were not felt to be true RRCs,
according to the criteria outlined in 2.2. below.
For example, Bickerton's

3.231 yu no diz gaiz, dei go put gaes
(p. 274)

was omitted because there is a long pause after guys.
It is not clear that there actually is a RRC diz gaiz
dei go put gaes. In Bickerton's 3.232,

3.232 wi lend am mani, da gai hiz in a beta
braekit (p. 274)

lend

we
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CF-APTER 4

A COMPARISON OF DECREOLIZATION ANALYSES

4.1. The Subject, Object, Existential p~alysis

Peet (1974) offers an explanation of the decreoliza

tion of the RRC in Hawaiian Creole which could be summed

up as follows: The earliest form of the RRC was the 0-

type, and the R-type was introduced first when the RRC

was subject of the main sentence, second where the ~~C

was in the predicate of the main sentence, and last where

the RRC was introduced by an existential predicate (as in 1).

1. So haed dhis Jaepani grl daet livd daunsteaz
awn Fawd Ailen. F-H-35-0

So there was this Japanese girl that lived
downstairs on Ford Island.

The data in the early sample supported this analysis to a

high degree, but there were no most-creole speakers in the

early sample. ~fuen most-creole data were investigated in

the analysis leading to this study, the subject, object,

existential analysis proved unsatisfactory as an explanation

of decreolization. The reasons for the failure of the

analysis are explained in more detail in section 4.7. below.

The source of the subject, object, existential analysis

was Bever and Langendoen's (1971) analysis of the diachrony

of the RRC in English texts from the Middle Ages to the

present. They found that there had never (with only a few
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exceptions, all of which were defining, in Bickerton's

sense) been 0-type RRCs l in subject position in the texts

they examined. 0-types did appear in object position in

early texts, but by 'early modern English' had disappeared.

Only certain clefted and pseudo-clefted sentences allow the

complex NPs to omit the relative pronoun in modern English,

according to Bever and Langendoen. Even existential sen-

tences require the relpro now, although they allowed 0-types

until nearly the present-day texts.

4.2. The Object, Defined Subject, Specified
Subject Analysis

Bickerton (1977) mentions Bever and Langendoen, but he

offers an explanation which in effect reverses their environ

ments. He attempts to show that in the first stage of

HC, P-types are generated by rule only in defining object

~~Cs and 0-types are the normal form of the RRC. He claims

that decreolization begins (see stage 2 below) when R-types

are formed in exactly the environment where a P-type would

otherwise have occurred--in defined object RRCs. Only

later in decreolization (stage 3) do speakers begin to allow

R-types in~ubject position, where no P-type could occur in

earlier stages. Bickerton's stages can be represented in

an implicational scale (Scale 4.1 below) in which presence

of R-types in an environment implies the presence of R-types

in all environments to the left and 0-types to the right. 2
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1

2

3

P 0 0 0

RP0 R0 0 0

RP0 R0 R0 0

Scale 4.1. Bickerton's Stages for
RRC Decreolization

Stage 1 has no implications, just obligatory 0-types and

rule-generated object P-types. Stage 2 shows the first

step in decreolization: R-types are allowed in object

RRCs. P-types are possible only in defined objects. The

presence of R-types in object RRCs implies their absence

in subject RRCs to the right. Stage 3 is the last stage

Bickerton finds attested in his data: R-types occur both

in object RRCs and in defined subject RRCs. The presence

of R-types in defined subject ~~Cs implies their presence

in object RRCs to the left, and their absence in speci

fied subject RRCs to the right.

The data from the ten most-creole speakers in the sample

is presented according to Bickerton's hypothesis in Scale

4.2 below. The sample is the same as Bickerton's, with two

exceptions: M-P-27-K, included here, but omitted by

Bickerton as too young; and M-J-52-H, included by Bickerton,

but omitted here because he produced fewer than 4 RRCs. 3
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R1pT:0l 03
""'::-0'.'

(l'j~ 01
•..f

~

Rl 01l~nl

Rl 01 01
l01l Rl Rl 01
'-----

R2 R7

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4
4

M-F-45-H
M-F-50-H
M-F-42-H
M-F-47-H
M-F-50-0
M-P-27-K
M-F-36-0
M-PP..-58-0
M-F-48-K
H-F-45-K

02
Rl 02

R2 01
R21U
Rl

R2t€]
R2
R2

(Pl05
R~Pl~l

Rl 02
01

01

Scale 4.2. Ranking of Most-Creole Speakers
by Bickerton's Analysis
(sauares and circles explained
on·pp. 50 and 52~56) -

At first glance, Scale 4.2 seems to demonstrate con

siderable explanatory power for Bickerton's analysis, but

there are several problems. One is the P-types. Bickerton

claims that P-types are formed only when the RRC is defined,

especially for speakers from Hawaii, which Bickerton believes

to be the most-creole island. But the only two clear P-types

in the data from Hawaii speakers are specified, not defined

(2 and 3 below).

2. Hu daet gai hi sei daet ... ? (interruption)
M-F-50-F.

Who (was) that guy (who) said/says that ... ?

3. Ai no sam gais daun dea dei get - plaent rait
in baek. M-F-45-H

I know some guys do~m there (who) have - plants
right in back.

Two other P-types are produced by Kauai and Oahu speakers in
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subject position, which Bickerton's analysis cannot allow

(4 and 5).

4. Laik nau, lata pipol dei get marid dei don 
dei don laes la\Yng. M-P-27-K

Like now, a lot of people (that) get married
don't last long.

5. Gais dei wokin ova de evri yia dei bringin
hom. M-F-50-0

Guys (who are) working over there every year
(are) bringing (some bricks) home.

~fuile 4 and 5 are both defined, the pronoun copy would have

to be only on the whole subject RRC, not within the RRC,

according to Bickerton's analysis (as explained in Chapter

3). These four P-types are circled on Scale 2 as non

predicted. The two other P-types (6 and 7) in the data

from most-creole speakers do fit Bickerton's predictions,

therefore they are not circled, but Bickerton would have to

rank these two speakers in Stage 3 on the basis of their

other R-~Cs.

6. Aim wan gai ai no laik tawk abaut wrk.
M-PR-58-0

I'm a guy who doesn't like to talk about work.

7. You gon saspen oni wan gai - da wan hi bin
tel yu faw stap. M-F-50-0

You would suspend only one guy - the one who
told you to stop.

This involves another complication: Stage 3 speakers in
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Scale 2 are all from Kauai and Oahu, which concurs with

Bickerton's claim that Hawaii speakers have the earliest

grammars, with Kauai more decreolized and Oahu most decreol

ized. But if P-type RRCs are formed through context

sensitive processes, as Bickerton claims, and if those

processes begin to fade from the grammar as speakers become

more decreolized, as Bickerton also claims, it would be

expected th~t the Hawaii speakers would be more likely to

form P-types by following the rules than Oahu speakers. In

fact, the reverse is the case. M-PR-58-0 and ~1-F-50-0

are the only speakers in the sample who follow Bickerton's

defining constraint in forming P-types. M-F-45-H and

M-F-50-H form their P-types only in specifying RRCs.

Another possible problem with Bickerton's analysis, as

represented in Scale 4.2, is that H speakers produce only one

subject RRC. This calls the predictive power of Bickerton's

hypothesis more into doubt than if all the speakers pro

duced sample RRCs of all four types: i.e., defined and

specified objects, and defined and specified subjects. It

is impossible to determine ,from this data whether the three

Hawaii speakers who produce no subject RRCs would conform to

Bickerton's predictions or not. It is an unsettling fact

that six of the seven other speakers who do produce subject

RRCs each produce at least one counter-example on Scale 2.

The four circled P-type subject RRCs produced by M-F-45-H,

M-F-50-H, M-P-27-K and M-F-50-0 are discussed above. There
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is also an R-type (8 below) produced by M-F-48-K in a

specified subject RRC.

8. Dis gais daet stei in frant av mi, dei no
stei iven muv, dos gais, yu no. H-F-48-K

These guys that were in front of me weren't
even moving, you know.

Bickerton (1977:286) claims that this is the least likely

:nvironment for the relpro to appear. Of course it could

be concluded that this Kauai speaker has progressed to a

fourth stage of decreolization where R-types are optional

in all environments, but Bickerton does not mention this

possibility. There are also four squared counter-examples

in Scale 2. All of these counter Bickerton's predictions

for decreolization. The reasons for considering these four

to be counter-exa~ples are somewhat involved, as explained

below.

4.3. Problems of Scaling and Potential Improvements
on Scale 4.2. -

A major problem with Bickerton's analysis is that it

would have to claim simultaneous variation in adjacent

decreolizing environaents or lose a considerable amount of

predictive power. The following explanation should clari=y

T.T'h••y t.h i s Ls so. Th . , t , k ('r.~ F 1.L5 H).. _..... ..... . e s~ng_e sage _ spea er ,,"- -. -

produces all 0-types, with the exception of the single P-

type. The stage 2 speakers have optional R-types in object

~~Cs, and there is no evidence as to what they do for
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subject RRCs. But three stage 3~4 speakers (M-F-48-K,

M-F-50-0, and M-PR-58-0) produce bothR-and 0-types in

both object and subject RRCs. (Note that P-types are

considered as variants of 0-types here, since Bickerton

claims P-types are generated by rule in RRCs that would

otherwise have been 0-types.) These stage 3 speakers would

need a relativization grammar that allowed them to choose

at random betweenR-and 0-types in both subject and object

RRCs. The processes forming R-types would have to be

considered unconstrained optional rules for these speakers.

There is nothing intrinsically wrong with an analysis which

predicts optional rules in adjacent decreolizing environments,

but if all other factors are the same, it would be preferable

to be able to say that speakers have variation in only one

environment at a time.

One theory of language change (King 1969, Bailey 1974,

et al.) assumes that a rule change begins in a most

favorable environment, later proceeding to less favorable

ones. The environments are assumed to be linguistically

distinct, as is indeed the case with Bickerton's three

environments: object, defined subject, and specified

subject. Bailey's wave model of language change adds the

notion that as the change begins in a less favorable environ

ment, it will be complete in the more favorable environment

to the left. Peet (1974) diagrammed this notion for the

case of RRC decreolization in HC as in Scale 4.3.
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Stages Environments

A B C

1 0 0 0

2 RE 0 0

Pf3 R 0

rL4 R R

5 R R R

Scale 4.3. A 't-Tave Model for RRC
Decreolization in HC

Notice the line dra~m between the Rs and 0s. Each step in

the line marks the next stage in the progression of the rule

change through the environments. Ideally, each speaker

would fit exactly into one of the stages, allowing the

hypothesis that while the change can be sho~~ to be moving

through the community of He spea~ers, no single speaker

would have to have variation in nore than one environment

at a time. ~fuen determining whether or not a speaker's data

fits on the scale, there are several criteria taken into

account. Any early type (e.g., a 0) appearing to the left

of a later type (e.g., an R) would be considered an

anomaly, and vice versa. If there is variation between

early and later types in one environment, there can be no

variation either to the left, where the later form is

favored, or to the right, where the earlier form is favored.

The operating principle is to circle the fewest items

which could be considered anomalies.
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There is, however, a probl~ with this kind of analy

sis: How does one know how many enviro~~ents are actually

used by speakers to determine rule operations and just

what those environments are. The answer is to find the

set of environments which allows the construction of a

scale with the fewest possible anomalies--a sort of trial

and error discovery process. Then, assuming the environ

ments discovered represent relevant aspects of the commu

nity grammar, it can be further assumed that each speaker

in the community (in this case, the He continuum) recog

nizes them.

A crucial issue here, especially in view of the above

mentioned problem with Bickerton's analysis, is whether or

not there can be variation in the adjacent 'best' environ

ments discovered through trial and error scaling. Bailey's

argument is that single environment variation makes a

better hypothesis because it requires no change in the

theory of possible grammars; while variation in more than

one environment, with a greater amount of change in the

earlier environment, would require the speaker-hearer to

be able to control relative amounts of the old and new

variants. Bickerton (1973) points out that such an analysis

would require a whole 'quantitative' paradigm, in which

speakers would have to carry around relative percentages

and notions of more and less in their linguistic cornpetences.

Bickerton's analysis of He relativization could be considered
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quantitative (i.e., allowing variation in adjacent environ

ments), in which case only the P-types circled in Scale

4.2 would be anomalies; but if the strict wave model were

followed, there would be 8 anomalies out of 61 (all

circled Ps, plus the squared 0s and Ps).

The following explanation should help to clarify why

the squared items in Scale 4.2 must be considered anomalies

in the strict wave model. Scale 4.3 above indicates how

the strict wave model would work with only two variants

(for example, Rand 0, as in Peet (1974)). Scale 4.4

below indicates how the strict wave model would work with

three variables, R, P, and 0 for Bickerton's three main

environments.

Stage Object Def. Subject Spec. Subject

1 0 0

2 0 0

3 0 0

4 0

5 R 0

6 R

7 R R

8 R R

9 R R R

Scale 4.4. Ideal Tri-Polar Scale

Note that simultaneous variation in adjacent environments is
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theoretically possible with tri-polar variation, since the

middle variant (P) should co-vary with R (the latest vari

ant) in the left-most environment and 0 (the first variant)

in the next environment to the right. But Rand 0 would

still never be in variation in adjacent environments. Note

also the two waves in Scale 4.4, one in which P is intro

duced (as hypothetically the first decreolized variant),

and one in which R is introduced. The waves are parallel

in the scale.

Looking back now to Scale 4.2 (given that defined and

specified objects are combined into one overall object

environment, corresponding to A in Scale 4.4), the four

boxed items would have to be considered anomalies in the

strict wave model since they fit perfectly into none of

the stages in Scale 4.4. M-F-50-0 could fit into either

stage 4 or stage 5 on Scale 4.4, but in stage 4 both of

his defined subject Rs would be anomalies, while in stage

5, only the single defined object P would be an anomaly.

This latter solution is a good example of practical deci

sions made during scaling: the operating principle is to

place the speaker in the position on the scale which will

produce the least number of ano~alies. ~1-F-36-0 on Scale

4.2 could fit into any of stages 5-7, in which case his

specified object 0 would be an anomaly; or he could be

placed all the way up in stage 1, with M-F-45-H, in which

case his defined subject R would be an anomaly. The former
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stages were deemed to be most realistic for this younger

Oahu speaker, mainly because his overall syntax was less

creole. This is, of course, a rather drastic arbitrary

decision in this case, which is seldom permitted by the

restrictions of the scale. Usually, as in the case of

all other speakers on Scale 4.2, there is one clear place

on the ideal scale where they fit, and any other placing

vrould result in an increase in anomalies. M-PR-58-0 and

M-F-48-K would fit in stages 5 and 7, respectively, with

one anomaly each (squared in Scale 4.2).

Therefore, by scaling the speakers in the sample on

the basis of Scale 4.4, with P-types treated as medial

forms between Rand 0, it is possible to scale all but four

RRCs. But Bickerton's hypothesis would require all P-types

to be defined objects, and the four P-types circled in

Scale 4.2 would still have to be considered anomalies,

unless the hypothesis could be changed to eliminate the

constraint on formation of P-tvoes. This solution seems'" .
to coincide with the conclusion dra~m in Chapter 3: P

types would best be considered separate variants of the ~~C.

A further possibility is suggested by Scale 4.5 below. All

four of the circled P-types in Scale 4.2 could be con

sidered medial RRC types, as suggested above. They would

then fit perfectly into the scale, and the theory could

evolve one more step toward an explanation of both the

existence and distribution of the three RRC types which
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would be consonant with the data. This change in Bickerton's

theory would require, however, treating the only two P-types

that meet Bickerton's 'defined object' condition as anornal-

ies (see circled Ps below under Object RRC opposite

M-F-50-0 and M-PR-58-0).

R4

1

01

03

01

01

01

Rl

Specified Subject

1

1

R

R

R

R

Rl

Defined Subject

2Rl

R2 2

R4§
Rl

R2 @

Object RRC

7

3

M-F-42-H

M-F-45-H

Speaker

M-F-47-II

H-F-50-H

M-F-50-0

M-P-27-K

M-F-36-0

H-PR-58-0

M-F-45-K

M-F-48-K

Scale 4.5. Ranking of Most-Creole Speakers
by Modified Bickerton Analysis
(with P-types as Medial)

One thing should be explained about Scale 4.5: Because

the ten speakers in the 'most-creole' group do not occupy

all the possible stages in ideal Scale 4.4, the lines

indicating the shifts in stages and distinction between

variants are not ideally parallel. Between M-F-47-H and

M-F-50-0, for example, there is a non-represented theore

tical stage (stage 4 in Scale 4.4). There is one speaker
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in the sample who would fit best into stage 4: M-F-64-0(I)

(see p. 81). It may be significant that this speaker is

non-native, and came to Hawaii about 40 years ago. This

would make it plausible that he would be the one speaker

whose data represented a 'missing link' stage. If

M-F-64-0(I) were added to Scale 4.5, the lines separating

R, P, and 0 would be ideallv parallel, and he would fit

in the scale with two speakers who were just learning to

speak HC at the time ~1-F-64-0(I) arrived in Hawaii and

began learning HC as a native speaker. This is not

offered as an ultimate solution, just one which seems

plausible, given the scale and the known facts about the

speakers.

There is one clear fact about RRC types in HC which

has not been mentioned before. Even though HC speakers

could have gotten models for both 0- and R-types fron the

standard language (Bever and Langendoen show that there

have always been both variants in SE), it is not clear

where they could have gotten models for P-types. These

could be the creation of P-C speakers; they do not exist

in SE, though they may be present in some non-standard lects

of English. While it may be true that P-types were first

formed in object RRCs, they also occur in subject RRCs

where they would require some different type of analysis

than the one proposed by Bickerton. If they are generated

from underlying NP(S), in the same way as SE relatives, this
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would explain the fact that they scale as apparent medial

forms in Scale 4--i.e., they represent attempts by HC

speakers to form R-type RRCs. But this can certainly not

be determined conclusively from Scale 4.5, since two of the

six P-type RRCs do not scale.

4.4. The Non-Dislocated, Dislocated Analysis

The absence of data in 8 out of a possible 30 cells

in Scale 4.5 still leaves so~e doubt that Bickerton's

analysis, even revised to allow P-types as distinct medial

forms, actually gives the only viable interpretation of the

data. Bickerton's hypothesis about decreolization is

based on his notion of bracketing: that it would have been

easier for the first HC innovators to insert a relpro where

the rules had already created a pronoun copy in a defip-ing,

object ~RC, thereby 'bracketing' the main and embedded

sentences into two roughly equal halves (Bickerton 1977:

281). Only later would it become possible to insert

relpros in subject RRCs, where the earliest HC rules never

allowed a pronoun copy. This hypothesis (henceforth called

the bracketing analysis) assumes that the important environ

ments for decreolization of the RRC were object, defined

subject, and specified subject (as in Scale 4.5), and that

the introduction of the SE R-type RRC followed the existing

pattern for pronoun copying. But there are other ways of

looking at a potential for change. Rather than change pro

ceeding from a structure already existing in the most-creole
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lects, like the pronoun copy in the object RRC, it is also

possible that a change would be favored where another

change had preceded it. Bickerton (1977:252) suggests

that most-creole He speakers apparently pronoun-copy and

left-dislocate both subject and object NPS obligatorily in

many environments. Bickerton indicates that sentences like

9 and 10 have obligatory left-dislocation and, in the case

of 9, pronoun copying (see Bickerton, 1977:252, 257, and

260).

9. Some guys they drink beer.

10. No, da pris ai laik suo ~-F-47-H

No, I'd like to sue the priest.

Bickerton (1977:252) states that 'left-movement is used

contrastively [as in 10] or to introduce new information

[as in 9]'. Now if 9 and 10 are the most-creole forms,

and if 11 and 12 represent unmarked SE forms for the same

two sentences, a change toward SE would require the elimi

nation of obligatory left-dislocation.

11. Some guys drink beer.

12. I'd like to sue the priest.

This change was apparently what was needed to provide the

first environment for decreolization of the R-~C.

~~en the most-creole speakers' data are ranked accord

ing to whether or not the RRC has been dislocated--i.e.,
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either left-dislocated and pronoun copied in subject

position, as in

13. Gais dei wokin ova dea evri yia dei teikin
hom. M-F-50-0

Guys (who are) working over there every year
they('re) taking (some) home.

left-dislocated from object uosition, as in

14. No - yu sista - da wan stei Florida ai hia 
wen yu karn hia - tawk chru da noz. M-F-50-H

No - your sister - the one (who) lives in
Florida I heard (her) - when you came here 
(she) talks through her nose.

or right-dislocated from object position to focus attention

on the referent, as in

15. No, ai get da ada kaet - da wan stei da autsaid
bai Opihai said. M-F-42-H

No, I have the other caterpillar - the one
(that) 's (on) the outside, by Opihai.

the pattern is immediately apparent. (As in Scale 4.5, the

breaks in the P line are due to non-representation of the

'missing link' stage.)
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Speaker Non-Dislocated Dislocated

M-F-45-H 5 03

M-F-50-H 1 02

M-PR-58-0 R 1 @ 01

U-F-42-H R 1 01

M-F-47-H R 1 01

M-F-36-0 R 01

M-P-27-K Rl

M-F-50-0 R2 R

M-F-48-K R2 ® R2

M-F-45-K R3 R8

Scale 4.6. The Possible Decreo1ization of
RRCs According to Dislocation

Speakers who produce 0-types in non-dislocated RRCs produce

only 0-types in dislocated RRCs, with one exception:

M-PR-58-0. This one exception occurred when the speaker

was quoting a SE-speaker, a boss from the nain1and United

States. Speakers who produce P-types in non-dislocated

RRCs produce ~ P-types in dislocated RRCs. vllien P-types

appear in dislocated RRCs, only R-types appear in non-
4dislocated RRCs. Therefore, P-types in one environment

imply only 0-types to the right and F.-types to the left.

These imp1icational patterns make a case for the P-type RRC

as the brLdge between the 0- and R-types. They also support

the hypothesis that dislocation of the RRC is an extremely

important factor affecting the choice of RRC type for these
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most-creole speakers. The analysis based on this hypo

thesis will henceforth be called the dislocation analysis.

4.5. Comparing the Two Best Analyses

There are two potential analyses of decreolization

which at first glance account for the data almost equally

well: the bracketing analysis and the dislocation analysis,

represented in Scales 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. There is

one less deviation in Scale 4.6 than in Scale 4.5, but

Scale 4.5 reveals three apparent differences in relativi

zation patterns while Scale 4.6 shows only two. (Scale

4.5 distinguishes between object, defined subject, and

specified subject RRCs, while Scale 4.6 distinguishes

between only non-dislocated and dislocated RRCs.) There

would seem to be few criteria to choose between the two

analyses were it not for the following fact: Most objects

are non-dislocated, and many subjects are dislocated.

There is a large overlap between the analyses. Out of the

31 non-dislocated RRCs, 26 are objects and only 5 are

subjects--i.e., 84% are objects. Out of the 30 dis-

located RRCs, there are 19 copied subjects, 7 right

dislocated objects, 3 left-dislocated objects, and 1 right

dislocated subject--i.e., 66% are subjects. But the

question remains: Which analysis is the correct one and

which is the dependent variable? Is it possible that neither

analysis is wholly correct, that all anomalies might be

explained by combining the two analyses?
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Looking first at the speakers from Hawaii, all but

one of their EL~Cs is object of the main sentence, The

bracketing analysis thus makes no claim one way or another

about the majority of the data from Hawaii. But these

same Hawaii speakers produce only 0-types in dislocated

RRCs (see M-F-42, 45, 47, and 50-H in Scale 5). They admit

variation only in non-dislocated RRCs. Therefore, t~e

dislocation,analysis provides more relevant information

about their choice of RRC type.

Looking now at the speakers with data in more than one

cell in Scale 4.5, M-F-45-H has one P-type and 8 0-types.

The P-type is an object. It is also non-dislocated.

Therefore, it is predicted in both analyses.

M-F-50-0 has 4 R-types, 2 P-types, and 4 0-types. Two

of the R-types are objects. They are also the only two R

types which are non-dislocated. One of the P-types is an

object. It is counter-predicted in object position in the

bracketing analysis because M-F-50-0 produces R-, P-, and

0-types in his subject RRCs. But that counter-predicted

P-type (16) is well-predicted in the dislocation analysis,

precisely because it is dislocated.

16. Yu gon saspen oni wan gai - da wan hi bin tel
yu faw stapf M-F-50-0

You would suspend only one guy - the one who
told you to stop.

M-F-50-0 produces R, P, and 0-type dislocated RRCs, but

only R-type non-dislocated RRCs.
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M-P-27-K produces one R, one P, and one 0. They fit

in Scale 4.5 because the R-type is an object, the P is a

defined subject, and the 0 is a specified subject. But

the R is also non-dislocated, while the P and 0 are dis-

located, matching the predictions of the dislocation

analysis.

M-F-36-0 produces one R and two 0s, but one of his

0s is an object, while his other 0 and the R are subjects.

This means either the object 0 or the subject R is counter

predicted in the bracketing analysis. But the R and one

o are non-dislocated, while the other 0 is dislocated. The

data are predicted by the dislocation analysis.

The situation for M-PR-58-0 is a little more compli

cated, and less clearly an example of how the bracketing

analysis could be a dependent variable on the dislocation

analysis. His p~~c variation could be explained by a combi

nation of the two analyses, but he is the only speaker with

deviations for whom this is true. He produces one dis-

located R-type (17) which is counter-predicted in the dislo

cation analysis and predicted in the bracketing analysis

since it is an object.

17. Aen den, da gais daet stei dea taim, giv am
ten deis dei wrk. H-PR-58-0

And then, the guys that stay their time, give
them ten days (of) day work.

But 17 is an attempt to quote a mainlander (a SE speaking
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boss), so the R-type would be expected as a hypercorrection.

M-PR-58-0 also produces a P-type RRC in object position (18)

which is counter-predicted in the bracketing analysis

because he has variation in subject position.

18. Aim wan gai ai no laik tawk about wrk.
M-PR-58-0

I'm a guy who doesn't like to talk about work.

18, however: is predicted in the dislocation analysis

because it is non-dislocated, and the speaker produces

R-types and 0-types as well in non-dislocated RRCs.

M-F-48-K is the only speaker with deviations which could

not be explained even by combining the two analyses. His

object 0-type, circled as a deviation in Scale 4.5, is

also a deviation in Scale 4.6, because it is non-dislocated

and the only dislocated RRCs he produces are R-types. The

second deviation produced by M-F-48-K in Scale 4.6 could

be explained just in case the speaker were actually using

the bracketing grammar. It should be noted, however,

especially since M-F-48-K is the only speaker in this most

creole group whose RRC variation cannot be explained even

by combining the two analyses, that he was working as data

elicitor for the NHEP when these data were recorded. Even

though his data are taken from peer-group interaction, it

must be kept in mind that he was the only one in the Kauai

group who was conscious of the full intent of the recording
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session--i.e., to analyze the speech of the group. This

could well have influenced him in strange ways.

The evidence seems to point away from a combination

of the two analyses toward the strong possibility that

dislocation is the criterion governing RRC variation in

Hawaiian Creole. This preliminary conclusion is supported

by the following facts:

1. The only deviations in Scale 4.6 could be explained
as code-switching (by M-PR-58-0 and M-F-48-K).

2. Although Scale 4.5 has only 4 deviations, this
could quite possibly be due to the absence of
data in so many cells (8 blank cells out of 30
possible). Scale 4.6, on the other hand, has
data in all possible cells, with one fewer
deviatio~

3. For speakers with variation in the bracketing
analysis--M-F-45-H, all Oahu speakers (except
M-PR-58-0), and the two Kauai speakers with
variation--almost all predictions of the bracket
ing analysis could also be due to the dislocation
criterion. Most object ~~Cs are non-dislocated:
most subject RRCs are dislocated.

It is hard to base any final conclusion on these facts,

though, especially since the data give no clue as to what

the three Hawaii speakers do in RRC subjects of main verb.

However, there is one other type of sentence in which RRCs

occur which has only been mentioned above--the existential

sentence. It appears that there is a relationship between

existential sentence RRCs and RRCs in other sentences which

lends support to the dislocation analysis.

4.6. Existential Assertion and Relativization

Most existentially-asserted RRCs produced by most-
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creole speakers are 0-types, in confirmation of the analysis

mentioned above in Peet (1974). When existentially-asserted

RRCs are added to Scales 4.5 and 4.6, they generally fit

as the last environment where P-types and R-types are

produced. Scales 4.5a and 4.6a below show the results of

adding existentially-asserted RRCs to Scales 4.5 and 4.6.

There are two more non-predicted RRCs in Scale 4.6a and

three more ~n Scale 4.5a. All the rest of the existentially

asserted RRCs fit the following prediction: ~eakers will

not produce P- or R-types in existentially-asserted RRCs

unless they produce only R-types in all other RRCs.

Speaker Object Def. Subj. Spec. Subj. Existential

M-F-45-H 7 01 03

M-F-50-H R 3

l1-F-42-H R 2 01

M-F-47-H R 2 01

M-P-27-K R Pl 01 01

M-F-50-0 R~ R 1 03 @
:H-PR-58-0 R~ R 1 01 @ 01

M-F-36-0 @ R 01 01

M-F-48-K R2 ~ Rl (@ 01 :14 4

M-F-45-K R4 R7 3

Scale 4.5a. The Bracketing Analysis
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Speaker Non-Dislocated Dislocated Existential

M-F-50-0 R2

R2 ®
R3

03

@ 01

01

01

01

01

R2

R8

03

02

@ 01

01

01

011

Rl

R2

Rl

Rl

M-F-45-H

M-F-50-H

M-PR-58-0

M-F-42-H

M-F-47-H

M-F-36-0

M-P-27-K

M-F-48-K

M-F-45-K

Scale 4.6a. The Dislocation Analysis

The two non-predicted R-types under Existential in

both scales (19 and 20) are quite probably the result of

shifting, since in both cases there are other SE forms.

19. Nau, hia is wan gai in dea - an yu dipartmin
daet is pushin da - yu no - wrkas in dea.
M-F-SO-O

Now, here is a guy in there - in your department
that is pushing the - you know - workers in
there.

20. Nau deas no dipartmin in da shuga kampani daet
wrk harda daen da kaetapila kampani. H-PR-58-0

Now there's no department in the sugar company
that works harder than the caterpillar company.

In 19, M-F-50-0 uses the SE form here is instead of the HC

get. In 20, M-PR-58-0 uses the SE form there is instead of

the HC~. Contrast 20 with 21 below, also produced by
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M-PR-58-0.

21. Get gais bin wrkin awl alawng aen dei awl
kwitin. M-PR-58-0

There are guys (who have) been working all
along and they (are) all quitting.

In 21, the HC existential is used, and the expected 0-

type RRC is produced.

With only two counter-predicted examples, both probably

the result of switching, the above prediction for existen

tially-asserted RRCs is perhaps the strongest prediction

which can be made about RRC variation in He. But even

with the deviations added through the inclusion of the

existential sentences, both the dislocation and bracketing

analyses make plausible claims. 82 out of 87 tokens in

the data fit the predictions of the dislocation analysis

(5 deviations in Scale 4.6a), and 80 out of 87 fit the

predictions of the bracketing analysis (7 deviations in

Scale 4.5a). There are only three RRCs which are not

either predicted or due to factors like shifting, and it

might only be coincidence that they are all in Scale 4.5a,

but considering the detractions mentioned above (p. 46),

it is probably significant. Since the two non-predicted

Rs in the existential column and t~e two 0s produced by

M-F-48-K are deviations in both scales, they need not be

considered. Since the dislocated R produced by M-PR-58-0

in Scale 4.6a is probably a style shift, it does not detract
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from the dislocation analysis. But the two object Ps

(from M-F-SO-O and M-PR-S8-0) and the object 0 (from

M-F-36-0) in Scale 4.Sa can not be explained as shifting

phenomena. They are counter-examples, and combined with

the potential overlap of the bracketing and dislocation

analyses and the lack of data in so many cells in Scale

4.Sa, they do not make the bracketing analysis look as

plausible as the dislocation analysis.

4.7. The Perceptual Strategy Analysis Versus
the Two Best Analyses

Both the dislocation and bracketing analyses, however,

are more plausible than the analysis used in Peet (1974),

which was based on Bever and Langendoen's perceptual

constraint analysis of change in SE relativization pat

terns. Their analysis attributes the lack of 0-type RRCs

in subject position to a 'perceptual strategy' whereby

speakers avoided the problem of having to decide which of

two predicates following the subject NP was the main one.

The relpro that in 22 below does prevent this problem,

making it clear that the first predicate is in the lower S.

22. The man that ran was the thief.

Peet (1974) extends this hypothesis to apply to decreoliza

tion of the RRC in RC. The argument is as follows: If it

presents a potential problem of perception to omit a

relative pronoun in a subject RRC, it would make sense that
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this would be the first RRC type to decreolize as HC

innovators tried to approximate the SE form of the RRC.

Since Bever and Langendoen found object RRCs to have

restricted omission of the relpro very early in the history

of SE, it would likewise make sense that object RRCs

would be the second environment to decreolize. Since

existential RRCs were last to restrict relpro omission in

SE, they might very well be the last to decreolize in HC.

This is a short outline of what will henceforth be called

the perceptual strategy hypothesis/analysis.

Scale 4.7 below demonstrates why this analysis does

not appear to explain the most-creole data as well as either

the dislocation or bracketing analyses.

Speaker Subj ect Object Existential

M-F-45-H 1 ~7 03

M-P-27-K 1 @ 01

H-F-50-0 R 4 00 @
M-F-36-0 R 1 01 01

M-F-50-H R 3

M-F-42-H R 2 01

M-F-47-H R 2 01

M-F-48-K R2 ® Rl ® R 4

M-PR-58-0 Rl ® R~ R 1

M-F-45-K R7 R4 R 3

Scale 4.7. The Perceptual Strategy Analysis
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Scale 4.7 was constructed to meet all of the general con

straints on scaling previously discussed, but there are

many more problems than appear even in Scale 4.5a. The

first is the grouping of the speakers: While both Scales

4.5a and 4.6a show a general grouping of Hawaii speakers

in the earliest stages (with the exception of M-PR-58-0

in Scale 4.5a), as Bickerton (1977) also found, Scale 4.7

groups three of the Hawaii speakers in the later lects and

the two youngest speakers from Oahu and Kauai in the second

and third oldest lects. The Hawaii speakers would be

expected to be using the oldest systems, because they

produce the oldest forms of most variants Bickerton studied

(Bickerton 1977). The comparative grouping of speakers

would not in itself be sufficient to draw any conclusions,

but the fit of the speakers on Scale 4.7 is also inferior

to their fit on Scales 4.5a and 4.6a.

There are 11 anomalies (circled) in Scale 4.7, versus

5 in Scale 4.6a and 7 in Scale 4.5a. But when Scales 4.6a

and 4.7 are compared, the difference in number of anomalies

appears even greater. Of the 11 anomalies in Scale 4.7,

8 are anomalous only in Scale 4.7, not in Scale 4.6a. Con

versely, of the five anomalies in Scale 4.6a, only two are

anomalous exclusively in Scale 4.6a. The other three are

also anomalous in Scale 4.7 (the circled existential R for

M-F-50-0 and the two circled non-existential ~s for

M-F-48-K in both scales). This makes the difference in
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explanatory power clear: Since five speakers are perfectly

explained in all three scales, it is only the other five on

which the analyses may be compared. Of those speakers'

data, the only items unexplained in the dislocation analysis

are the two possible style shifts produced by M-P-58-0 (pp.

67, 71). The perceptual strategy analysis, however, fails

to explain eight items from these five speakers which ~

explained in the dislocation analysis. Of those eight

items, six are explained by the bracketing analysis.

The conclusion can be drawn that either the disloca

tion or the bracketing analysis could explain the data,

while the perceptual strategy analysis seems clearly infer

ior. While the bracketing analysis seems to explain the

data, it does so more inconclusively than the dislocation

analysis, mainly because of the lack of subject RRCs pro

duced by speakers from Hawaii. With existentially-asserted

RRCs added to the data, the dislocation analysis still gives

a more convincing, balanced explanation of the probable

course of decreolization: Non-dislocated NPs provide the

first environment for forming SE-like RRCs (i.e., P- and

R-types); and only later in decreolization (as represented

by the youngest speaker, M-P-27-K, and one of the most

otherwise decreolized speakers, M-F-SO-O) does it become

possible to both dislocate an RRC and form it as a P- or

R-type. Finally, in the last stage of decreolization,

speakers begin to form P- and R-types even in existential

sentences.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Please refer to the explanation on p. 23 about the
type of RRC under study in this study. RRC here
means only RRC with its subject NP co-referent to the
head NP.

2. Object RRCs can be thought of here as one environment
for the purposes of illuminating the implications.
They are separated into defined and specified only
to demonstrate the incidence of P-types.

3. Refer to the criteria for admission to the sample in
Chapte+ 2, especially footnote 5 on p. 35. -

4,. M-F-48-K does produce two 0-types in non-dislocated
RRCs, but he is probably one of the most unstable
speakers in terms of switching. See p. 68 for
more detail on this speaker.
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CHAPTER 5

VARIATION AMONG MESOLECTAL AND

DECREOLIZED SPEAY~RS

5.1. General Patterns among Mesolectal Speakers

While most-creole speakers apparently constrain their

use of the three RRC types as predicted by the dislocation

or bracketing analyses, this is not the case for mesolectal

speakers (i.e., those who use a range of lects between

most-creole and SE in the continuum). The group of speakers

labeled most-creole in this study were recorded while inter-

acting with peers, with little or no influence to shift

away from their casual style. The speakers labeled meso

lectal in this study were nearly all recorded in interview

situation. Though some of the recordings were made by

interviewers from the local community, who spoke HC while

interviewing, the interview situation must have affected

speakers to varying degrees. Some of the mesolectal speakers,

then, could have used more creole lects had they been in

conversation with peers in a familiar, co~fortable setting.

Others--especially young speakers and those from urban Oahu-

represent the most decreolized segment of t~e population,

and their lack of control over RRC variation indicates this

fact clearly, as shown in section 5.3 below. The 28 speakers

in the sample who were recorded in interviews do not at all

regularly use either the dislocation or bracketing strategies,
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but the speakers over 40 could be using the perceptual

strategy, while those under 40 do not seem to use any of

the strategies. This is demonstrated in Scales 5.1-5.3

below.

There are two non-native speakers over 40 (M-F-57-0(I)

and M-F-64-0(I» included in the scales because they pro

duce so many RRCs and appear to share forms and strategies

with native most-creole speakers. Only two out of the two

non-native speakers' 31 RRCs are counter-predicted in the

dislocation analysis (see Scale 5.1), and there are only

four counter-predictions in the bracketing analysis (Scale

5.2). Again like the most-creole speakers, these two

non-native speakers fit poorly in the perceptual strategy

scale (Scale 5.3), with 8 counter-predicted RRCs. It may

be significant that these two, like all but two of the most

creole speakers, are older Filipino males. This means

that they share both time of grammar formation (since both

non-native speakers arrived in Hawaii at the time the most

creole speakers were growing up) and general peer-group

with the most-creole speakers. This shared background

could explain why M-F-64-0(I) and M-F-57-0(I) also share

RRC variation strategies with the most-creole group.

The renainder of the speakers over 40 in Scales 5.1

5.3 contrast sharply with the two non-native speakers and

the most-creole speakers. The older mesolectal group's

RRC variation is more plausibly explained by the perceptual



Speaker

F-H-49-0
M-H-16-0
M-H-17-0
M-JPC-32-H
F-H-18-0
F-H-52-0
F-H-35-0
F-H-59-0
M-FH-17-0
M-J-45-0
M-F-45-H
F-H-58-L
F-P-22-0
M-J-17-0
F-H-13-0
M-H-79-K
M-F-64-0(I)
F-H-65-H
M-J-78-M
F-H-42-0
M-F-57-0(I)
M-HC-11-0
F-H-32-M
M-J-13-0
M-H-45-H
F-HaoC-18-0
M-F-12-0
M-J-50-0
F-F/H-43-M
F-H-64-K

Non-Dislocated Dislocated
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01
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R~ R3

R2 ~ R3
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R3 R1
R1 R1

Existential

02
03
02
01

~
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@ 04
03
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03
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01
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Scale 5.1. Mesolectal Speakers,
Dislocation Analysis
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Speaker Object Dei. Subj. Spec. Subj. Exist.

R4

R2

03
02
02
01

®
® 04
(@ 02

@

03
01

@ 04

@} 01
@ 01

01

R2
R1
R3
R1

R2
R2 02 01

'------01
01
01
01
01
03

®
®

01

02

R

@ 02

@ 01

R1

R3

R2

@ 03

R3 @
RS
R1 @}
R4

:: ~
R4
R6
R@
R2

M-H-16-0
M-H-17-0
F-H-49-0
M-JCP-32-H
F-H-18-0
M-FH-17-0
F-H-35-0
F-H-52-0
F-H-S9-0
M-H-79-K
F-H-65-H
F-H-13-0
M-F-12-0
M-J-17-0
F-P-22-0
M-F-64-0(I)
M-F-S7-0(I)
F-H-58-0
M-J-78-M
M-HC-11-0
M-J-13-0
F-H-32-M
M-F-46-H
F-H-42-0
M-J-45-0
M-H-45-H
F-FH-43-M
M-J-50-0
F-HaoC-18-0
F-H-64-K

Scale 5.2. Meso1ecta1 Speakers,
Bracketing Analysis
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Speaker Subject Object Existential

M-H-16-0 04 03

M-H-17-0 03 02

F-H-49-0 010 02

M-J-78-M 04 01

M-F-64-0(I) 01

F-H-18-0 ®
M-JPC-32-H 01

F-H-52-0 @
M-FH-17-0 ~ 04
F-H-35-0 ® R. 02

F-H-59-0 Rl

M-H-79-K R3 ® 03

M-J-45-0 R3 03

M-F-57-0(I) R~F-H-65-H (in

F-H-13-0 Rl ® 04
H-F-12-0 Rl
F-H-58-0 Rl @
F-P-22-0 Rl @ 01

M-J-17-0 R2 ® ® 01

F-HaoC-18-0 R3
F-H-42-0 R2
M-HC-ll-O
M-J-13-0 R3 ®
F-H-32-M R5

M-F-46-H R2 Rl (@
M-J-50-0 R6

F-FH-43-M R4

F-H-64-K R2 R4

M-H-45-H R3 R4 ® R2

Scale 5.3. Mesolectal Speakers, Perceptual
Strategy Analysis
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strategy analysis than by either of the other two analyses.

This should not be surprising, since Bever and Langendoen

suggest the perceptual analysis for SE, and the mesolectal

speakers are more influenced by SE lects than the most

creole speakers. Bickerton points out repeatedly in his

analysis of Hawaiian Creole that rural Oahu and neighbor

island (i.e., Kauai and Hawaii, especially) speakers are

geographically distant from the main contact point with

SE in Honolulu. Therefore, it makes sense that the rural

Oahu and neighbor-island speakers should not follow the

SE patterns for FL~C variation, and conversely, that the

urban Oahu speakers should.

The three analyses being compared do share one cormnon

environment: existential assertion. Partly because of

this shared constraint, 14 of the speakers scale the same

on all three scales. These 14 are discussed in section 5.4.

In order to make a meaningful comparison of the effective

ness of the different analyses, we turn to those speakers

who are differently explained by the three analyses. Table

5.1 below compares the numbers of counter-predicted tokens

in Scales 5.1-5.3 from native speakers over 40.
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Table 5.l. Numbers of Counter~Predicted

Tokens, by Analysis

Speaker Dislocation Bracketing Perceptual Total
(over 40)

F-H-49-0 1 1 0 15

F-H-58-0 0 2 1 10

F-H-59-0 2 1 0 12

M-J-45-0 0 1 0 11

H-J-78-M 3 4 1 13

M-H-79-K 5 3 4 27

TOTALS: 11 12 6 88

1ft EXPLAINED 77 76 82

5.2. Mesolectal Speakers Over 40:
The Perceptual Strategy

82 of the 88 tokens in the data from these six speakers

are predicted by the perceptual strategy analysis, versus

77 by the dislocation analysis and 76 by the bracketing

analysis. Therefore, the perceptual strategy analysis is

almost as effective for these mesolectal speakers as the

dislocation analysis is for the most-creole group. Again,

as in the most-creole group, there are many tokens explained

by all three analyses. The difference between 6, 11, and

12 counter-predicted tokens seems much greater when it is

remembered that the number of possible differences in pre

dictive power is much smaller than the total number of

tokens produced by the speaker group. Examining each

speaker's data makes this clearer, especially in the case
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of F-H-49-0, who produces only one RRC which might be

differently explained by any analysis, since 14 of her

15 tokens are ~.

F-H-49-0 (see list of this speaker's RRCs with the

three analyses on pp. 157-158) produces 15 RRCs, of which

there are 14 0-types and 1 R-type. The single R-type (1)

is a dislocated, defined, subject RRC, so it is predicted

by the perc~ptual strategy analysis, but not by the dislo

cation and bracketing analyses.

1. Dei gon bild kandemium - yu no, da kain pipl
hu bai hom - haus. F-H-49-0

They're going to build a condominium - you
know, the kind of people who buy homes 
houses.

Because F-H-49-0 has both subject, object, dislocated, and

non-dislocated RRCs, the lone R-type would have to fit the

leftmost environment in each analysis to fit the predic

tions. Since it is a dislocated subject, it does not fit

the leftmost environment in either the bracketing or the

dislocation analyses, but it does in the p~~ceptual

strategy analysis.

F-H-58-0 (see pp. 161-162) produces 10 PRCs, 8 R-types

and 2 0-types, in both subject and object position. The

two 0-types are object (2) and defined subject (3) RRCs,

but the bracketing analysis would predict 0-types in only

specified subject RRCs, since she produces R-types in all

three positions.
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2. Da onli wans hu spik gud Inglish is da wan,
daet is, da wanz go hai skul. F-H-58-0

The only ones who speak good English is the
one, that is, the ones (who) go (to) high
school.

3. Da wan go hai skul, daes da-da only wanz hu
spik gud Inglish. F-H-58-0

The ones (who) go (to) high school are the
only ones who speak good English.

Therefore, this speaker has two counter-predicted RRCs

under the bracketing analysis. Since there is a 0-type

in both subject and object RRCs, the subject is counter

predicted in the perceptual strategy analysis--she should

have 0-types only in object RRCs if she were to meet the

prediction. The dislocation analysis actually explains

F-H-58-0's variation best, although she is the only one

of the older, local-born speakers for whom this is true.

Sentence 2 above shows that this speaker can produce

either R-types or 0-types in non-dislocated RP~Cs, but the

first RRC in 3 is a 0-type, presucably because it is the

only dislocated RRC she produces, even though it is a sub

j ec t, making it counter-predicted in the perceptual strategy

analysis.

F-H-59-0 (see pp. 163-164) produces 12 RRCs, one sub-

ject and eleven objects. Since the subject is a R-type,

and the objects are R-, P-, and 0-types, this speaker is

perfectly predicted by the perceptual strategy analysis.

For the same reason,' she has one counter-prediction (the
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subject R-type) in the bracketing analysis. Her data are

predicted worst by the dislocation analysis, since two of

her four dislocated RRCs are R-types (4 and 5), while her

non-dislocated RRCs are Rs, a P, and 0s.

4. Mai nis dhaet gat marid shi was fram dha
byuti shap in Librti Haus. F-H-59-0

My niece that got married was from the beauty
shop in Liberty House.

5. (Interviewer: Hiz neim Karl?)
No - wich wan? dha wan dhaet marid?

(Interviewer: (Is) his name Carl?)
No - which one? the one that('s) married?

This speaker's data are best predicted by the perceptual

strategy analysis, with no counter-predictions.

M-J-45-0 (see pp. 175-176) produces 11 RRCs--7 R-types,

and 4 0-types, in subject, object, a~d existential posi

tions. He is well predicted in the dislocation analysis,

but vacuously, since he produces no dislocated RRCs and

only 0-types in existential sentences. His one 0-type

which is not existentially-asserted (6) is an object,

which means that it fits in the middle environment in the

perceptual analysis, but in the leftmost environment in

the bracketing ana1ysis--a counter-prediction.

6. WeI, a tel tu stori haepen 1aik dhaet.
M-J-45-0

Well, I('ll) tell two stories (that) happened
like that.
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This speaker's data are best predicted by the perceptual

strategy analysis, with no counter-predictions.

M-J-78-M (see pp. 179-180) produces 13 RRCs, 6 R

types and 7 0-types as subjects, objects, and existen

tially-asserted RRCs, respectively. He produces both R

and 0-types in both subject and object RRCs, which means

counter-predictions for both the bracketing and perceptual

strategy an~lyses. There is only one object R-type,

however, therefore only a single counter-prediction in the

perceptual analysis; but when the environments are reversed

in the bracketing analysis, the four object 0-types must

be considered counter-predicted, since they occur in the

leftmost environment. This speaker produces both dislo

cated and non-dislocated RRCs, with Rs and 0s in both

environments. His 3 non-dislocated 0-types are counter

predicted, since they occur in the leftmost environment.

M-J-78-M's data are best explained by the perceptual

strategy analysis, with only one counter-prediction versus

four and three for the other two analyses.

M-H-79-K (see pp. 181-183) produces 27 RRCs: 12 Rs,

1 P, and 14 0s--seven subjects, seventeen objects, and

three existentials. He produces 15 non-dislocated R.~Cs

versus nine dislocated, and because he produces both Rs

and 0s in non-dislocated RRCs, his 4 Rs and 1 P in dislo

cated RRCs are counter-predicted in the dislocation

analysis. Because he has variation between all 3 RRC types
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in his object RRCs, the 4 subject 0-types are counter

predicted in the perceptual strategy analysis. The bracket

ing analysis explains this speaker's RRC variation best,

since only his 3 R-type subjects are counter-predicted.

In summary, this group of over-40 speakers is generally

best explained by the perceptual strategy analysis and the

indication is that they use the SE strategy for RRC varia

tion, possibly since they are all in interview situation,

unlike the most-creole speakers, who were recorded in

peer-group conversation. It may also be that the peer

group style of the over-40 group would be the same as

their interview style, but we cannot draw any conclusion

about this on the basis of the present sample. Notice that

if M-H-79-K were left out of the group, there would only

be two counter-predicted examples out of 61 RRCs. lihile

leaving out a speaker who produces 27 RRCs is perhaps

questionable, the fact that he and ~-J-78-M were the only

ones in the group interviewed by this ~~iter (a non-local

SE-speaker) while the others were interviewed by local-born

HC-speakers might give his data less credibility as a

consistent sample than that of the others. Bickerton (1977:

128-9) also found that the perceptual strategy analysis

appeared to explain the greatest number of RRCs for his

speakers over 70. Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn

that there is a difference in RRC variation strategies

between the most-creole speakers and the other speakers over

40.
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5.3. Mesolectal Speakers Under 40:
No Apparent RRC Variation Strategy

According to the data examined for this study, the 14

mesolectal speakers under 40 apparently use none of the

three RRC variation strategies outlined above. Seven of

these uuaer-40 speakers are equally well explained by all

three analyses, and are discussed on page 91 below. The

other seven are listed in Table 5.2 below. Like Table 5.1

for the over-40 group, Table 5.2 shows numbers of counter

predicted RRCs by each analysis.

Table 5.2. Numbers of Counter-Predicted
Tokens for Speakers Under 40

Speaker Dislocation Bracketing Perceptual Total
(under 40)

F-H-13-0 1 2 1 12

F-H-35-0 1 1 2 8

F-P-22-0 1 2 1 9

F-HaoC-18-0 1 1 0 5

F-H-18-0 4 5 4 16

M-F-12-0 2 1 0 7

M-FH-17-0 3 2 2 13

M-J-17-0 2 3 4 14

TOTALS 15 17 14 84

iff EXPLAINED: 69 67 70

The first and most obvious difference between Tables 5.1

and 5.2 is that the total deviances are almost exactly the

same: 14 under the perceptual strategy analysis, 15 under
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the dislocation analysis, and 17 under the bracketing

analysis. The perceptual strategy analysis is somewhat

more effective overall, explaining the data for M-F-12-0

and F-HaoC-18-0 perfectly, but each of the other analyses

explains speakers better than the perceptual strategy

analysis. There is truly no pattern, and not one of the

analyses explains more than 70 of the tokens. Why it

should be that these younger Oahu speakers should have no

apparent strategy is not clear. It could be that, as

Hankamer (1976:1) suggests:

In the face of confusing and conflicting
data, I believe he (the child learning
language) constructs conflicting analyses
and does not necessarily ever choose
between them. (parenthesis mine)

However, the fact that older speakers do apparently use

either the perceptual, dislocation, or bracketing strategies

indicates that HC speakers do eventually decide on a RRC

variation strategy. It may be that it is an aspect of

language competence which is learned extremely late in life

for most people. It could just as easily be that the young

speakers are in the process of revising RRC variation

strategies out of the HC grammar. So no definite claims

can be made one way or another about this group.

5.4. Speakers Equally Well-Explained by all Analyses

Table 5.3 below lists those speakers who, for various

reasons, are explained equally well by all three analyses.
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Table 5.3. Speakers Equally Well-
Described by all Analyses

Speakers Deviations Total RRCs

F-H-52-0 1 7
F-H-65-H 1 5
M-H-45-H 1 10
M-F-46-H 1 6
M-JPC-32-H 0 L~

F-H-32-M 0 9
F-FH-43-M 0 4
F-H-64-K 0 6
M-J-50-0 0 6
M-H-16-0 0 7
M-H-17-0 0 5
F-H-42-0 0 7
M-HC-ll-O 0 5
F-H-13-0 1 12
M-J-13-0 1 7

TOTALS: 6 100

Five speakers produce only one type of P~C, and are therefore

vacuously explained by any variation analysis. M-H-16-0

and M-H-17-0 appear at the top of all three scales, since

they produce only ~-types. F-FH-43-M M-J-50-0 and, ,

F-H-64-K appear at the bottom of all scales, since they

produce only R-types. It is significant that the setting

for the M-H-16-0 and H-H-17-0 recording was conducive to

production of the most creole forms, apparently. Richard

Day (1973) notes that these speakers maximized zero copulas

(i.e., the most creole form of the copula) on this tape,

since they were asked to show the interviewer (William

Labov) just how rough a brand of HC they could speak.

Although there is a big difference between the copula and

RRCs, the correlation between the use of the two zero forms
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provides at least anecdotal support for the claim that

0-type RRCs are recognized by HC speakers as being the

most creole form. M-J-50-0, on the contrary, produced his

six R-types in a formal interview with Derek Bickerton

just minutes after a picnic table conversation in which

this author heard M-J-50-0 produce several examples of

0-type RRCs. This is mentioned as anecdotal support for

the claim that R-types are recognized by HC speakers as

the form to use when speaking with outside investigators

who speak SE.

There are seven speakers in Table 5.3 who are equally

well predicted because of the relationship between existen

tial and non-existential RRCs. One speaker, M-HC-ll-O,

produces his only R.~Cs in existential sentences. F-H-32-M

produces only Rs in non-existential sentences, with her

only variation between R-, P-, and 0-types in existentially

asserted RRCs. F-H-42-0 produces all Rs in non-existentials

and her only 0 in an existentially-asserted RRC. These two

speakers provide support for the claim that the distinction

between the two major sentence types has consequences for

choice of P~C type. F-H-52-0 produces R-, P-, and 0-types

in non-existential sentences, and a lone P-tvue in an. ~

existential sentence. This P-type, therefore, is counter-

predicted in all three analyses. M-F-46-H produces an R

and a 0 in both existentially-asserted and non-existential

sentences, so the non-existential 0 is counter-predicted
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in all three analyses. M-H-45-H produces Rs in all environ

ments, and one 0, which is counter-predicted in all

analyses since it is in a non-existential sentence. M-J-13-0

produces all RRC types in existential sentences, which

calls for only R-types in non-existentials. Therefore, his

lone 0-type is counter-predicted in all analyses.

F-H-65-H produces one counter-predicted RRC under each

analysis, though for different reasons. In the dislocation

analysis (Scale 1) she has one counter-predicted non-dis

located 0-type. It is counter-predicted because she

produces P and 0 in dislocated RRCs and 0 in existentials.

In the bracketing and perceptual strategy analyses, the

subject P-type is counter-predicted, because she produces

Rand 0 in object RRCs.

M-JCP-32-H is well-predicted in all analyses because

he produces his only variation in object, non-dislocated

RRCs, with only a 0-type in existentially-asserted position.

This speaker supports the claim that existentially-asserted

RRCs are formed as R-types only when non-existentials are

all Rs.

These equally well-predicted speakers, though they do

not help to decide which variation analysis is best, do

lend support to two major claims: that existential sentences

have R-types only if non-existentials have all Rs, and

that 0-types are thought of by some speakers as most-creole

forms and R-types as SE style RRCs.
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5.5. Summary

The mesolectal speakers, then, are best explained by

the perceptual strategy analysis, with only 24 counter

predicted RRCs out of 262 on Scale 5.3 (if the two non

native speakers M-F-64-0(I) and M-F-57-0(I) are left out).

Especially the speakers over 40 seem to be using the per

ceptual strategy, rather than either the dislocation or

the bracketing strategies. The data for speakers under

40, while slightly better explained by the perceptual

strategy analysis, suggests that young speakers, especially

those from Oahu, may not have a shared strategy controlling

RRC variation. Two speakers, both of whom came to Hawaii

from the Philippines about 40 years ago as young men, share

RP~C variation strategies with the most-creole group, sug

gesting a possible ethnic correlation for the dislocation

analysis. It may be that middle-aged Filipino males and

their close peers, who are users of other nost-creole

forms and rules in peer-group conversation, use the disloca

tion strategy regularly.
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CHAPTER 6

A SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF MAJOR CLAIMS

6.1. The Major Claims

The following major claims are made in this monograph:

1. There are three RRC types in Hawaiian Creole:
R, P, and 0.

2. P-type RRCs are apparently formed through the same
relativization process as R-type and 0-type RRCs.
They are not apparently formed through the applica
tion of a general pronoun-copying rule.

3. 0-types were the first HC forms: they were replaced
first with P-types, and later with R-types by the
innovators in decreolization.

4. There are different RRC variation strategies used by
middle-aged Filipino males from rural areas on
Oahu, Kauai, and Hawaii and middle-aged urban Oahu
speakers.

5. Young Oahu speakers have no RRC variation strategy.
They simply choose RRC types freely, perhaps accord
ing to whether or not they wish to sound more SE
or more HC.

6. Existentially-asserted RRCs are most often 0-types,
and HC speakers form P- and R-types in existentially
asserted RRCs only when they form exclusively
R-types in non-existential sentences.

Each of these claims is discussed in turn below.

6.2. The Three RRC Types

The HC speakers in the sample produce three different

forms of the RRC: the R-, P-, and 0-types. Bickerton has

claimed that the P-type is not a separate RRC type for most

creole speakers, rather that it is formed through obligatory

pronoun copying in defined object RRCs. The data from the
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most-creole speakers in this sample, basically the same group

analyzed by Bickerton, do not support this claim clearly.

Although four of six P-types are defined, two of the four

are subjects, a position in the sentence where Bickerton's

rules do not allow P-types. The P-types in object RRCs are

half defined, half specified. As far as the R- and 0-types

are concerned, there is little question of their existence

as different RRC types, only of how to explain their use.

6.3

Bickerton's claim that pronouns in P-type RRCs are

formed through the application of the general HC pronoun

copying rule was tested against the data from the most

creole speakers and found to be unsupported. This suggests

the conclusion that P-type RRCs are similar in form to R-type

RRCs, and the process which inserts personal pronouns in P

types might be comparable to the process which inserts rel

pros in R-types for HC speakers.

6.4 The First, Second, and Third RRC Types

It has been claimed here that the 0-type was the earliest

RRC in Hawaiian Creole, the P-type later, and the R-type

latest. It could have been claimed that all three RRC types

always existed in HC. If this had been the case, rule changes

would have only affected the amount of each RRC type speakers

produced, rather than the type that was possible at each
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stage in the history of HC. If we look back to the scales in

Chapter 4 for the most-creole speakers, we see that such a

hypothesis could be supported by the data. The four Hawaii

speakers (in Scales 4,5a and 4.6a, pp. 47-8) produce 5 Rs,

2 Ps, and 15 0s, versus 10 Rs, 3 Ps, and 10 0s for the Oahu

speakers. If Bickerton is right that Hawaii speakers use

older rules and forms, the above figures could be inter

preted as support for the claim that all three RRC types

existed even in the oldest lects of HC. It could be claimed

that the speakers of newer, more decreolized HC (i.e.,Oahu

speakers) use more R-types, and that the variation strategy

they use is quantitative: e.g.,more Rs in non-dislocated,

less in dislocated, and least in existential. This claim

is supported by the numbers of Rs versus 0s in each environ

ment in Scale 4.6a, but the pattern suggests a stronger

claim: that the environments are qualitative, e.g.,only

Rs in non-dislocated, only variation between R, P, and 0

in dislocated, and only 0s in existentials (as represented

on Scale 4.6a by M-P-27-K and M-F-50-0); or only variation

in non-dislocated, and only 0 in dislocated and existentially

asserted RRCs (all H speakers, plus M-F-36-0). Since

M-F-45-H, whom Bickerton considers the most-creole speaker in

the s amp Le.cf the NHEP, produces 0s in all three environments,

and only one P in a non-dislocated RRC (as predicted), the

claim that 0s are the oldest RRC type is supported by the

most-creole data.
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The claim that P-types are medial is supported to the

extent that the 10 P-types appear where predicted in Scale

4.6a. They do not occur in any environment unless there are

only Rs to the left (in the SE-favoring environment) and

only 0s to the right (in the HC-favoring environment), with

the exceptions being only those produced by speakers who have

some motivation to shift to R-types irregularly, as explained

in Chapter 4. (pp. 45, 46, and 48) .

6.5 Different Variation Strategies

The interview data from the over-40 speakers indicate

a different variation strategy from the one indicated by

the peer-group, most-creole data. It has been claimed in

Chapter 4 that the variation pattern of the most-creole

speakers reflects the diachrony of RRC variation. Since the

Hawaii speakers have variation only in non-dislocated RRCs

and 0s in dislocated and existentially-asserted RRCs, it has

been claimed that this represents the first stage of de

creo1ization, i.e., the anaphoric process used in forming

RRCs has become pronominalization or relpro-

insertion only in non-dislocated RRCs. Since the two more

decreo1ized speakers--M-P-27-K and M-F-50-0--have variation

only in dislocated RRCs, this is claimed to represent the

second stage, i.e., the anaphoric process used by these two

speakers has become obligatory reIpro-insertion in non

dislocated RRCs with variation in dislocated RRCs, and only
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zeroing in existentials. The final stage is represented by

M-F-48-K and M-F-45-K, for whom variation is only possible

in existentially-asserted RRCs. All of the speakers of the

most-creole group were recorded in peer-group conversation,

an environment most conducive to regular speech patterns,

with very little audiomonitoring expected. The mesolectal

speakers over 40, however, were all recorded in interviews,

though 'floodgate' techniques were used to encourage casual

style.

It is significant that these other speakers over 40

do not have the same variation pattern as the most-creole

speakers. If they did, the claim that the dislocation/

bracketing analyses uncovered the probable decreolization

pattern would be weakened. It would not be expected that

speakers being interviewed by tape-recorder-carrying strang

ers would present a reliable picture of any decreolization

patterns. That the over-40 mesolectal group is actually

well-described by the perceptual strategy analysis is some

what surprising, but rather than suggesting another de

creolization pattern, it more probably indicates that HC

speakers from Oahu, Maui, and Kaui display their awareness

of SE patterns during an interview situation more than strong

creole speakers from Hawaii and rural Oahu do in peer group

conversation. That the youngest speakers in the sample

have no consistent variation pattern could actually be

predicted for anyone of several reasons. It could be that
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they have not yet learned the use of the various RRC types;

it could be that they are so decreolized as to have elimi

nated variation strategies in favor of free variation; or

it could be that their actual variation pattern is obscured

by irregular shifting in interview.

6.6 Existentially-Asserted RRCs Last to Change

There is one very clear fact about the data. Exis

tentially-asserted RRC are formed as R- or P-types only when

non-existentials are all Rs. This claim is strongly supported

by the data from all speakers over 40. It was mentioned

in Chapter Four that there are only two existentially-asserted

RRCs produced by the most-creole group which do not fit the

prediction, and both are apparently the result of general

shifting (i.e., other features in the utterance were also

decreolized). The data from the mesolectal speakers over

40 (in Scales 5.1-5.3, pp. 54-56) support the claim almost

as well, with only two counter-predicted RRCs out of 21. Both

of these are potentially caused by shifting, as for the most

creole speakers, since both sentences are headed by the

decreolized dherz (SE: there is). As might be expected, the

mesolectal speakers under 40 produce numerous counter-pre

dicted RRC types in existentially-asserted, as well as non

existential sentences. Therefore, the prediction holds for

all speakers who have regular variation patterns for RRC

types. Existentially-asserted RRCs are apparently the last
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environment where HC speakers produce P- and R-type RRCs,

i.e., they constitute the last environment in which the RRC

is decreo1izing in the HC-continuum.
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M-F-45-H

1. Yaw hasban iz da wan wok kidigawa?

2.... so ai si oni wan 0 tu ov da 01 taim in dea aen(d)

(d)aet-a-leidi wok bihain-yu no- duin da peipa wok.

3.-4. Hu da ada gai, da gai inshurans maen, da gai kam

yaw haus?

5.... a gon. rid-wat yu get, a? bikaz yu get-plenti gaiz

keri inshurans nau, yu no ...

6. . .. da gai gon lei da vainil fo mi bin kwot mi prais

akawdin tu flaet srfis ...

7. Yu no-dis Meksikan gai-e, wi-wi get wan gai wok daun

dea, Meksikan gai, e?

8. Yu no da kawna wan ova dea, da Hauli stei bil, e? da

wan get a gwava chri? dae waz: mai lat ...

9....dei gat wan peiv rod go ap nau, e? dei bin

peiv nat so lang ago, e?

10. Hu da daem ful gon get ap faiv akIak in da morning kawl?

11. Hu da daem ful gon get ap faiv akIak in da mawning

faw meik telafon kawl?

12. Ai no sam gaiz daun dea dei get- plaent rait in da

baek.
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M-F-42-H

1. Yeo Get da ada wan stei Ka'u.

2. No, ai get da ada kaet-[dAn] stei da autsaid bai

Opihai said.

3. Ai haev sambadi daet jas keim in.

4....ai bawt wan owa dea bin kaws mi awmos hanid fifti

baks ...
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M-F-47-H

1. Laik owa hia, dei meik hauziz, yu no wai, dei giv da

lambaz, aes wai get p1aeni pip1 kam in.

2. Dis gon bi-a- dei-go-kat-am ap kain-a-haus la~, ae?

3. Yu 1aik si wan chri? da kain get [kaw1is] - yu 1aik

si?

4. Bambai dei tel: Yu da wan, ae? daet meik dis rtkweik ...

5....bat mi nat da- gai hu jenareit.

6. [ai sed] mi da wan jenareit daet val keino ...
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M-F-50-H

1. Hi put a sain an it no trespaesin- doz hu dont-bilawng

ap dea, no?

2.... if yu intrestid, den, ai get da-daet a-rialti daets

seling faw daet fela~d~~ta[on dis] - wan-dakta ova dea,

no?

3....hu da~t gai [hi] sei daet ... (JA: Nando) No-yu

sista-da wan stei Florida

4. . .. ai hia-wen yu kam hia tak-tak tru da nos, ae?

5. Yu neva no da kain vetranz in Vyetnam? - da dain [s]

teik tu mash laidaet, dei go insaid dis kain institushin

faw y no-da kain--dei teik tu mach ...

6. Aen den if hi laik lisen abaut da gad-gad kain, yu no

daet kain go prich
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M-F-50-H
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III

M-F-48-K

1. 1aik ova hia, yu no, a- get diz gaiz go hant, si?

2. So enibadi daet goz owa dea, pau. Hi haed it.

3....aen den dei get kapl av gaiz stei wrkin ap Hanalei

nau ...

4. . .. get a kap1 av gaiz stei araun-sam gaiz stei daun-a

kikaha nau ...

5. aen get sam Hawaiienz wen dei tawk dei get-dei Hawaiien

wei av tawkin, ei?

6. Shi, aim sawri, bikawz yu no, nau get gaiz daet livin

owa dea, dei gan...

7. stei 1aik tri faw mants, ei?

8. Yu no hu stei he1pin me? Yu no Meiri Thronas ei? shi

da wan stei he1pin mi.

9. Yu no get dis gais owa dea dei stei 1amo da autsai ...

10. Daet gais owa dea teik awl daet go get panish, boi.

11. So dem haed go anauns ova da reidio daet dei no gan

afa-a-jab tu da gaiz daet go bi wrkin fo Lihue aen Maekbraid

12. Get da nyu sabdivizhan kam ap yu gaiz no stei ivin fiks

da pleis fo da kidz-a-rekriei shan eria?

13. Aes oni gud fo da kampani aen gud fo da gaiz daet wrkin

fo dis kain a-wai em si ei.

14. Get sam gaiz daet-dei don andastaen, 1aik nau wi get

1ata a1ienz ...

15. Nau wi get lata ei1ienz yu no-daet-wen dei si wan red 1ait ...

16. Dis gais daet stei in frant mi, dei no stei iven IIUlV, doz gaiz, yu no.
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M-F-45-K ·113

1. A-da lokI pipl ova hia, da wanz daet ar bawn aen reiz,
weI dei went tu skul, aend-a-dei lrn hau tu- spik
inglish.

2. . .. dis 01 pipl, daet keim daun fram di awrient, yu
no (?), weI dei-deia nat ejukeitid.

3. WeI, a, dis kidz fram da meinlaend daet keim in-dis
so-kawld hipiz--daet waz a stat, ova hia.

4 dei da wan daet ruin dis pleis ...

5 yu no diz mishaneriz daet keim in ... dei tichaz da
Hawaianz hau tu yuz kloz ...

6....Bat aWredi, wen yu get skwila-in da [banch] - yu no,
gaiz daet tawk aut vautisafd.

7....wen yu si pikchaz, yu no-da wanz daet ka-lip klia
aut av da wata-dei smawl.

8.... laik yu get da mein laen pipl kam daun, weI dei get
tunament-yu alwez help da skipa, yu no, wach ova dem.

9....aen yu fain am-a-wait bikawz, wai, daet pipl daet
keim ova hia- yu fain dem-lata dem-daet-a-dei pat Jrman,
yu no ...

10 dei si lata ha- lokI pipl daet kaenat tawk, e?

11 wan daet, a, rili get dem going, yu no, wen dei stat
tawking, ai stat tawking wid dem tu.

12. Aes wea da fan kam in ...wen yu get dis lokal a-kidz
ova hia l YU no-tawk Filipino .

13. Nau, yu get tu boiz daet tawk pijin - tawkin stawri
den yu get (d)a wrks.

14.-15 .... get srten sop daet jas sut wid yu-skin-srten sop
daet jas sut yu.

16. Dei get wan kid brada daet makei in da Fi1apinz.

17. Haed wan Pawrtagi faem1i waz living dea.

18. Daet was hau dei keim baek, da frs-kraeft daet-kamin
baek, aes wat dei rod.
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M-F-25-K

1. Laik nau, lata pip1 dhei get marid dei don-dei don 1aes

1awng ...

2.... dis maen, dis maen da wan, a- ranz da p1eis, hiz in

da Fi1apinz nau ...

3.... de was kap1 grups keim daun 1aes yia ...

4. . .. aim da wan daet-yu no- [la] 1e(t) go da chikin ...
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M-PR-58-0

1. Pijin Inglish-in awda faw yu tu-a-lrn Pijin Inglish,

yu gata mingl ... Bat if yu stei wid pipl daet spik gud

Inglish, yu gona stei wid ing-gud inglish ...

2. Aim wan gai ai no laik tawk abaut wrk.

3. 'Get gais bin wrkin awl alawng aen dei awl kwitin. I

(self quote)

4. 'Da gais daet wrk aet nait get ten deis kanchrack. '

(quoting boss)

5. 'Aen den, da gais daet stei de taim, givam ten deis

dei wrk. I (quoting boss)

6. Nau deas no dipartmin in-in (d) a shuga kampani-daet

wrk harda daen da kaetapila kampani, a-kaetapila gaeng.

7. Filapino gais keim thru hia dei tol mi [ji] aino kaen,

do.

8. Mai waif stei hom, ae? Mai waif nat dea. Sambadi stei

in (d)a daens-no mai waif. Ma-mai waif mit am. Ei!

Ai haed it. Ai keim baek widh lipstik anda da kala,

moa wrs.
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M-F-50-0

1. Yu gaiz keim hia tu faind aut-tu s-wa?-tu srvei da

kain gais hu-hu tawkin Pijan Inglish, 0 wat.

2. Nau, hia is wan gai in dea- an yu(a) dipartmin-daet is

pushin da-yu no- da wrkas in dea.

3. Meibi da supavaiza (d)aets wrkin anda him-hi gon get

pis awf bikas ...

4. Da wan stei wit mi nau is - his tweni thri yias 01 nau ,

5....yu gon (spen) oni wan gai- da wan hi bin tel yu faw

stap.

6. Kas if aim da sturd a(m) go(n) tel yu stap, yu- yu go(n)

stap nau.

7.-8. Da wan hu is da 1ida-(s sapin hu-) daets da wan hu

get saspendid.

9. Daet is mai yangis san- da wan- da wan draiv mi- wi da

1awng hea?

10. Daet-da gyrI keim in hia-wit a-wi mai graensan, daet is

mai e1dis dawta ...

11 sam gais is fifti-dei gat had taim tu wawk ...

12 gais dei wokin in de evri yia dei bringin (h)om.
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M-F-36-0

1. As gai.~ da oni gais stapin fo aua fo aua.

2. Naw, haed tu Hau1i brawds keim.

3. So da gain-da ada grup was wrkin dei go hom-an da

dawt.

4. Ya no ai tel yu Fi1apinos daet it da ka1amungai 1if

awl 1uk yang, ae?
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M-F-57-0(I)

1.... da dipatment av jastis-wen sen wan-jaj ova der tu-a

tu-necholais as-hu ar in da srvis.

2. bek aen fot laik daet-(d)aes da wan kaws mani.

3. If his a membr ob da samahanayon-da plaentas asosieshan

den, da gai hu on da len is abrod-hi kaen aplai fo da

taitol.

4 ....wan taim a-da gai a-da gai hu lib in mai haus-hi

(win) rait tu mi tu pe fo inkam teks lai daet.

5. yu no wen yu-da wan hu get krs nau-if yu go nia, yu si

o-da oil-shi boil, ae?

6. shi kip awei fram yu-da waine kip awei fram yu tu da

wan- hi-hi get dakain- da-da kers.

7.... da wan hu gon get maerid get tu bi setold

tugedr, yu si.

8.-9 ....da gai-hi nevr haed brn haus - (h)i teik mani bat

yu hu gat- hus haus was brn, yu no kaen teik mani, ae?
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M-F-64-0(I)

1. Den dei put mi intrprateishan fo da 01 pipl hu kaenat
andastaen inglish ...

2. Ai laik tu no hau awl dis pipl dei stei in (d)a jeilhaus
dei - giv dem parol, so meni yiaz ... an-dei kam aut-dei
du da seim ting ...

3. Yu si awl diz tu-turis pipl, dei go Nuanu-lukaut-wat
dei did tu dem-, dei shuut-awl dis yang-yang kapl.

4. Aefta da waw-yu get awl kain stawp kam aut ...

5.-6. . .. pipul owa hia dei gat pleni mani-awl dis big shat
pipl dei gat pleni mani-dei don keia ...

7....ai no bleim da hai prais- po da, pipl dei meiking da
law, aes wa ai figa.

8. . .. a falo da boiz u a wrking anda mi.

9....mein-laen pipl keim fram in (d)a meinlaen dei stei
ova hia ...

10 .... dei sei mo beta libing daun hia, yu kin tawk tu ich
ada ...

11 aman pipl hu wok wid mi, ai kaen spik oni Inglish ...

12 wan boi i stei an (d)a draiva pleis i open da naif
laik dis wid mi.

13 ....ai no haia da pipl dei-fram jei1haus ...

14 ....nat awl da seim, bikaz sam-sam dei kam ausaid an dei
kam gud. Sam kam ausaid kam mo wrs.

15. · .. sam dei kam ausai, kam gud, dei get marid.

16. · .. sam dei dam ausai, kam gud, dei get marid.

17. · .. pip1, meibi yu kaen figa, daet kam ausai, kam gud.

18. · .. sam da wan i kam ausai hi du samting rawng agein.

19. . .. sam pip1 dei no tink hu pip1 dei pfradus da jab, hu pipl
not pfradusing da jab.

20 naudeis dei gi a had taim tu pipl dei gat no moa jab ...
21 pip1 dei dam ova hia ai no giv am fud .
22 dei laik onli dem dei get gud-am-living .



EXISTENTIAL

M-F-64-0-(I)

R P 0 R P 0

P SUBJECT OBJECT
E
R
C 17 5,6,lC 9,14 1,8,1l 2,3,7
E 12,15 16 13,19
P 18 20,21
T 22
U
A
L

R p

4
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NON-DISLOCATED DISLOCATED EXISTENTIAL
D
I
S
L
o
C
A
T
I
o
N

1,8, 7,13
11,17 19,20

22

14 2,3,5 9,16
6,10,
12,15
18,21

4

OBJECT
B R P Ii'
R ,8, 2,3
A 11 7,
C 13
K 119,2(
E tzl, 2~

T
I
N
G

DEF. SUBJ.
R P Ii'

17 5,6 9
10, 14
15, 16
18

SPEC. SUBJ.
R P 0

12

EXISTENTIAL
R P 0

4
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F-H-13-0

1.... [dei] gais go pik ap wan-am, yu no-da kap daet waz

hrt ...

2.... aen haed am-da aembyu1ans kam win da kap awredi tuk

da ada wan was- hrt ...

3.4.... da wan aet da She1, ai wach ... da wan hae-win haed

da am-aw1... da rak-rak baenz was-am-p1eiing agenst ich

ada.

5. Ai no sam sevent greidas going.

6. Aen dei kudent fain da ada gai daet wen hit da

kap ...

7.... aen yu no da gai-da tu gaiz daet was faiting gat

ares tid.

8. Den haed wan ada boi wen go fait wid am...

9. Den haed-tu aw chri kaps keim in ...

10. Win yu stei araun wid wan kraud 1aik daet, gon get wan

boi-wan srtin boi-daet laik yu ...

11. Ai no oni da kain raf kain sevant greidas kaz dhaes

dha kain get araun ae?

12. So...hi wen aekt waiz, lai daet, aen den-haed-tu boiz

was gon fait wid am ...



F-H-13-0

128

P
E
R
C 7
E
P
T
U
A
L

R P

SUBJECT

R P I 0 R P 0

OBJECT EXISTENTIAL

1,6 2,3,5 10 4,8,9
11

NON-DISLOCATED DISLOCATP..:D EXISTENTIAL
D
I
S 1,6,7
L
o
C
A
T
I
o
N

5,11 2,3 10 4,8,9
12

B
R
A
C
K
E
T
I
N
G

OBJECT
R P (/)

1,6 2,3
5,11

DEF. SUBJ.
R P (/)

SPEC. SUBJ.
R P (/)

7

EXISTENTIAL
R P (/)

10 4,8,
~,12
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F-Hao/C-18-0

1. Da wanz daet 1iv bai as-noizi, ae?

2. . .. aen da leidi daet was der-da aenti- shi yus tu wrk

aet Mikinli ...

3. No, bat hi wrk an da rod. Yu no da kain dei dig holz

aen staf in da rod.

4. (L: Hu iz dis Bil?) A gai aet da yu eich. daets, am

daets gona bi duing dha buk.

5. Aen daet adha gai, Derek, daets rait abav him (L: Hiz

a profesa) his a profesa.



F-Hao/C-18-0

130

R P R P R P

P SUBJECT
E
R
C 1,2,5
E
P
T
U
A
L

4

OBJECT

3

EXISTENTIAL

NON-DISLOCATED DISLOCATED EXISTENTIAL

D
I 1 3 2,4,5
S
L
0
C
A
T
I

..

0
N

OBJECT DEF. SUBJ. SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIAL

B
R R P '/) R P '/) R P '/) R P '/)

A
c· 4 3 1,2,
K 5
E
T
I
N
G
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F-H-18-0

1. Yu no wan gr1 liv ova hia - 0, wat hr neim?

2. Ai get wan brada in law [i] Samoen.

3.-4. Get wan leidi shi yus tu liv akraws av as, shi luk

laik yor aenti.

5.-6. No aen ai yus tu si wan gr1 yusta go ova deia luk

laik yu.

7.-8. ° aenda chri chrimrz aen da gaiz hu wrk in da pak-da

wanz klin ap da pleis, dei da seim?

9. Wen dei stei wit wan prsen dei gasip, aen wen daet prsen

go aen wen wanada prsen kam, dei gasip abaut daet prsen

jas lef.

10. Ai neva did si wan pleis kaws fifti-nain dalaz. Kreizi.

11. (B: Yu gaiz met Didi, ae?) ... Da litl grl wit da krli

heir, da kyut wan? da wan shi waz ova Airisez haus?

12. Wen ai keim baek ai waned tu kam baek da frs plein waz

living.

13. (P: -dei no get reiz, oni hr.) kaz shi da onli wan tawk.

14. 0, hi da wan bring am hom.

15 .... aen da pipol hu wen muv in aefta as (P: get aen

aenamoz) ...

16. Ai si pleni gais dei skwawk wid da daktaz, maen-yu

kaen hia dem swering.
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F-H-18-0

R P 0 R P 0 R P 0

P SUBJECT OBJECT EXISTENTIAL
E
R
C 7,15 8 11,16 1,5,6 2,3,
E 9,10
p 12,13
T 14
U
A
L

NON-DISLOCATED DISLOCATED EXISTENTIAL

D
I
S
L
o
C
A
T
I
o
N

7,15 16 1,5,6
8,9,10
12,13
14

11 2,3,4

OBJECT DEF. SUBJ. SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIAL

B R P '/) R P '/) R P '/)
R
A 11, 1,5, 7 , 8C
K

16 6,9, 15
10,E 12,T 13,I 14

N
G

R P '/)

2,3,
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F-P-22-0

1. Aen den get wan Samoen meri Samoen bat hiz kwaiyet.

2. Wer hi wrks dherz a formen, huz a Samoen , aen hi liv

akraws hir ...

3. 0 hi haes a sis- a kazin hu maerid a Samoen...

4. Yu no wan Hawaiyen leidi daet mae- a-maerid tu wan

kalrd. Shi jas haed a beibi.

5. Yu no da wan-da litl- da banch av kokonats a- fel awn

da litl beibi? (I: Ya.) Daes da tai:p av wrk hi daz.

Hiz sapos tu chrim doz chriz.

6. Its da trd baechri daet waz stolen fram dis parking lat.

7. (to child) Don stik yorself intu hoz daet ar tu smawl

faw yu.

8. Jas laik dei get daet a-dei get wan ada dawg-Chriksi

huz-a-pat brd. Aen da fens iz abaut- (L: Flai?)

9. Hi da wan [haed] sparkt him frst.
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F-P-22-0

R P o R p R P o

P
E
R
C 4
E
P
T
U
A
L

SUBJECT OBJECT

3,6,7 5,9
8

EXISTENTIAL

2 1

NON-DISLOCATED DISLOCATED EXISTENTIAL
D
I
S
L
o
C
A
T
I
o
N

3,4,
6,7,8

OBJECT

5,9

DEF. SUBJ.

2

SPEC. SUBJ.

1

EXISTENTIAL
B
R
A
C
K
E.
T
I
N
G

R P f/J

3,6 5,9
7,8

R P f/J R P 0 R P f/J

2 1
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M-H/C-11-C

1. Haed dis boi ae? hi neim Gregri ae? hi evritaim-hi

kam mai haus ...

2. Aen bifaw, haed dis 1eidi shi wen fid da kain- (I:

(interj .) )

3. aen befaw, haed dis 1eidi shi wen fid da kain hr beibi,

ae? aen den shi neva waip da mauth ...

4. Mai mada sed bifaw in Maui haed dis 1eidi, shi yustu

1iv in wan haus aen haed Hawaienz-da gost was marching

chru da haus ...

5. Yae aen den haed wan raet anda da wata go insaid da

p1aents ...
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M-HC-11-0

R p R P R P

P
E
R
C
E
P
T
U
A
L

SUBJECT OBJECT EXISTENTIAL

1,2,3 5
4

DISLOCATP.:DNON-DISLOCATED
I--_--L-__..I-.._--+-~_--I..--..:.....--.~,__-,--__.L-_--+

EXISTENTIAL

DEF. SUBJ. SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIAL

D
I
S
L
0
C
A
T
I
0
N

OBJECT
B R P '/J
R
A
C
K
E
T
I
N
G

R p R P

1,2,3 5
4

R P '/)

,2, 5
3,4



M-F-12-0

137

1. Klotzbak- (d)aes (d)a wan was in am- Hilo ...

2.-4. Da gaiz daet was kamin dei wen shut am, aen-aen yu

kaen tel da formeishan daet was da staf was floing ,

kaz get leirz, lai daet.

5.... dha-da wan daet yusta tich as i-trtiwan, dae wan?

6. . .. enit~ng daet muv in frant avam, shut am.

7....was-eniting daet muv, hi spostu shut am...
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H-F-12-0

R p
.o R p o R P o

P
E
R
C 5
E
P
T
U
A
L

SUBJECT

NON-DISLOCATED

OBJECT

~,3,6 1,4
~

DISLOCATED

EXISTENTIAL

EXISTENTIAL
D
I
S
L
o
C
A
T
I
o
N

2,3 1,4 5,6,7

OBJECT DEF. SUBJ. SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIAL
B
R R P (/) R P 0 R P 0 R P (/)
A
C 2,3, 1,4 5
K 6,7
E
T
I
N
G
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M-J-13-0

1. . .. Aen da wanz daet dont stadi, shi 1ivz dem aut.

2. Aen den shi tod Leitan-yu no-da gai hu-am-did it faw

ri1 ...

3 aen shi kips sam pip1 insaid-da gud wanz daet stadi ...

4 dei da kain jas 1aik tich spesha1 kidz ...

5 am-haed araun faiv gaiz faiting-ten gaiz fait in

peaz ...

6. Haed tu tichaz dei 1ak da rum ... da gaiz [wen] fait da

a- wan student ...

7. Get- polis tichaz ... aet Sentral, deaz tichaz daet-yu no

da kain yus tu bi ditektivz lai daet



M-J-13-0
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R P R p R p

P
E
R
C
E
P
T
U
A
L

SUBJECT

NON-DISLOCATED

OBJECT

~,2,3 4

DISLOCATED

7

EXISTENTIAL

6 5

EXISTENTIAL

SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIALDEF. SUBJ.

1,2,3
D
I 4S
L
0
C
A
T
I
0
N

OBJECT
B R P '/JR
A 1,2 4C
K

3

E
T
I
N
G

R P R P

7 6 5

R P '/J

7 6 5
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M-H-16-0

1. Aen dei wen go put am an da-yu no-wan kauch ae? lai

daet, was rait bai da doa.

2. Shi wen luk bai da doa, shi sin samting ova da doa,

lai daet, was luking in da haus aen was going 'h- h-' ...

3. Woulda draun am in (d)a fish bol was rait ova dea ...

4. Hu da Hauli gai wen go step in (d)a ka ...

5. So haed dis Hawaiien gai wen go plei am,. ae?

6. Aen den haed dis gai Tipa, was kaming ap da rod in

wan ka.

7. Get wan haws yae? was gaelaping, was kaming, kaming,

klosa aen klosa.



M-H-16-0

R P R P R
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P

P
E
R
C
E
P
T
U
A
L

SUBJECT OBJECT

1,2,3
4

EXISTENTIAL

5,6,7

~ ~",._.--I.__-++__....s.-_-"__----H__...I-__....L-_~

D
I
S
L
o
C
A
T
I
o
N

NON-DISLOCATED

1,2,3,
4

DISLOCATED EXISTENTIAL

5,6,7

OBJECT DEF. SUBJ. SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIAL
B
R R P 0 R P 0 R P C/J

A
C 1,2
K 3,4
E
T
I
N
G

R P C/J

5,6,
7



M-H-17-0

1. Bat den-haed dis ada gai wen go breik am ap ...

2. (D)aes (d)a wan baed da fait ...

3.-4. Oni baed wan gai was seif-(d)aes da gai was smokin

da sigaret.

5. Da gai insaid dea get wan fada chif.

143
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M-H-17-0

R p R p R P

P
E
R
C
E
P
T
U
A
L

SUBJECT OBJECT

2,4,5

EXISTENTIAL

1,3

D
I
S
L
o
C
A
T
I
o
N

NON-DISLOCATED

2,4,5

DISLOCAT:P-D EXISTE~lTIAL

1,3

OBJECT DEF. SUBJ. SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIAL
B
R R P C/J R P f/J R P C/J

A
C 2,4,
K 5
E
T
I
N
G

R P f/J

1,3
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M-J-17-0

1. . .. gai u get da brum gada paes bifor dha sawng [gets] ovr.

2....ai don 1aik tichaz giv-a 1ada homwrk ...

3. (I: Who were the other guys down there?)

jas gaiz hu 1iv an dha beis, ya no.

4....bawt wan dhaet kaws mi handrad fordi win ai kuda

meid wan fr fordi ...

5. Eni weiv kam in ai jas chrai kech am...

6. . ..wi jas 1aik gos stawriz laik-yu no-thingz dhaet

haepin ...

7. (It)s dh(a) on1i wan saunz fami1yr.

8 mos avar -ya no- gais go ar sku1 srf au der ...

9 mos dha gaiz (go) rozave1t sef rait aut dher.

10 gaiz go srf ai-1iv aieya, ovr dher-dhei aw gat dher

on p1eysez ...

11. If ya kech evri weiv dhaet kamz in, we1 ...

12 .... dha gaiz hu srf ovr dher-ovr dher aw dha taim gon

tink 'wau, dis gai gade go, maen.'

13.-14. Haed a gai wen brok-a-haed wan gai hu hit hiz hed

n dha rak aut dhea ...
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M-J-17-0

R P R P R p o

P SUBJECT OBJECT EXISTENTIAL
E
R 1,12 8,9, 3,4,6 2,5,7 14 13
C 10 11
E
P
T
U
A
L

NON-DISLOCATED DISLOCATED EXISTENTIAL
D
I
S
L
o
C
A
T
I
o
N

1,3,4
11,12

2,7,8
9

6 5,10 14 13

B
R
A
C
K
E
T
I
N
G

OBJECT
R P (/)

3,4 2,5
6, 7
11

DEF. SUBJ.
R P (/)

1,1' B,9 I

10

SPEC. SUBJ.
R P (/)

EXISTENTIAL
R P '/J

14 13
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M-F/H-17-0

1....kas [is] a 1ada pipu1 dher- tichrz der daet-he1p lada

kids.

2. Dhei k1aes dhern in- spesha1 modaveishan klaes-yano

su-studens hu nid he1p-1atsa help ...

3. Aen (d)iz a- diz baw1z-dis-bawsaetf1ot fram ships ...

gat lata dos tu.

4. Ai dono eni gais gat bit.

5. Ge(t) 1ada kid snif-s-sti1 snifing tu do.

6. Daes (d)a kain dei get sked aen ran awei-snif agen,

ya no.

7. S lada pip1 gat bastid tu.

8. A (n)o (d)a kids hu brn it.

9. Ai no lada-a-1ada soul pip1 daet-du rnyuzik

10 .... ai get sam rna hai sku fren dis graejuweidid ...

11. Get 1- lada kids kam fram Kuio Pak Teris.

12. Aen get 1ada gud spansrs-lada gud pip1 daet baek as ap.

13. Ba aim dha oni wan hu rans had, kaz ai no smok sigarets

an ar tim.



M-FH-17-0
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R P o R p R p

P
E
R
C
E
P
T
U
A
L

SUBJECT

NON-DISLOCATED

OBJECT

2,3,8, 6 4
9,13

DISLOCATED

EXISTENTIAL

1,12 5,7,
~O, 11

EXISTENTIAL

SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIALDEF. SUBJ.

D 2,8,9 6I 13S
L
0
C
A
T
I
0
N

OBJECT
B
R R P 0
A
C 2,3, 6 4
K 8,9,
E 13
T
I
N
G

4

R p

3

R P

1,12 5,7,
10,11

R P 0

I, 5,7
12 10,11
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F-J-32-M

a. Aen den wi teik am tu da cherman daets raning dis prajekt.

2. -3 . Aend so far ar klabis da wan daet meiks da bes-daet

keitrz da bes luau an Maui.

4. So haed wan boling tim fram daun hir-Waipahu-went daun

tu plei agenst Maui ...

5.-6 ....diz men dei no pipl daet meik opihiz- daet meik

wanaz lai daet ...

7.... derz sam pipl geting merid dis wikin dei kaenat get

der luau bikaz av daet ...

8. Der r grlz daet- don laik yu aen dei don wana wrk wid

yu ...

9. So haed di Jaepanis ledi shi was do frs wan.



F-H-32-H
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R P o R p o R P o

P
E
R
C
E
P
T
U
A
L

SUBJECT

NON-DISLOCATED

OBJECT

1,2,3
5,6

DISLOCATED

8

EXISTENTIAL

7,9 4

EXISTENTIAL
D
I
S
L
o
C
A
T
I
o
N

1,2,3
4,5,6

8 7,9 4

OBJECT

B R P '/J
R
A 1,2,
C 3,5,
K 6
E
T
I
N
G

DEF. SUBJ.

R P '/J

SPEC. SUBJ.

R P '/J

EXISTENTIAL

R P '/J

8 7,9 4
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F-H-35-0

1. Aen wi haed a chief 1iv akraws dha strit-akraws fram as.

2. So haed dhis Jaepani gr1 daet 1ivd daunsteaz awn Fawd

3. ai 1en--(2 sec. pause) yus tu kam daun wach mi beid

mai dawg...

4. Wi stap aet dis p1eis was selin watame1in .

5.... aen ai gat wan aent-shi pridiks, yu no .

6. Shi da wan pridik daet ai was pregnan.

7....mai sista fram Mo1okai-da wan fe1 aut fram da maengo

chri-keim hom.

8. Aend ai tel yu shi meid it trn rait abaek aet ... daet prsn

hus was duing daet tu mi.
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R P 0 R P 0 R P 0

P SUBJECT OBJECT EXISTENTIAL
E
R
C 7 8 5 4,6 2 1,3
E
P
T
U
A
L

NON-DISLOCATED DISLOCATED EXISTENTIAL
D 8 5 4,6 7 2I 1,3
S
L
0
C
A
T
I
0
N

OBJECT DEF. SUBJ. SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIAL
B
R R P rfJ R P rfJ R P (/) R P (/)
A
C 8 5 4,6 7 2 1,3
K
E
T
I
N
G
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F-H-42-0

1 ai fil sawri for da pipl-daet nid gaes.

2 oa ai get frenz aen faemli kam ova ...

3 laik da grl daet keim faw sain ap as-da skul tichas-

dei yuz tu liv neks daw tu as ...

4.... lawng aes yu haed dakta peipas (d)aet sho it-daet-yu

no-yur hrt aet daet taim 0 wateva, dei kaenat rifyuz

yu.

5....yu no wats rawng? awl diz hauliz daet kam hia-da

hipiz-dei get mani, ai no shet yu.

6. Raiyen, dis is da pipol daet keim fo tawk tu as.

7. Dis iz Haeri Boi. Hiz a boi daet--kamz hir evri wiken,

yu no wen dei hit yu, yu dai, maen. Gaeranti.



EXISTENTIAL

R P 0 R P 0

P SUBJECT OBJECT
E ..~-

R
C 3,5 ~,4,6,
E 7
P
T
U
A
L

R P
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2

NON-DISLOCATED DISLOCATED EXISTENTIAL
D 1,4,6 3,5 2I
S 7
L
0
C
A
T
I
0
N

OBJECT DEF. SUBJ. SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIAL
B
R R P 0 R P r/) R P r/) R P 0
A
C 1,4, 5 3 2
K 6,7
E
T
I
N
G
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F-F/H-43-M

1. . .. yu no da kain 1eidiz daet don't haev beibiz aen de

1aik get beibi, am dei haef tu go daun dea si ...

2. If yu wana get sambadi daet ri1i spoks a- [difrenJ

hawaien iz di a- konahia ...

3....wat gon haepn tu da faem1iz daet kaenat afawd tu

haev de children sent awei tu skul?

4. Luk hau dei did- dei brok daun da jim daet was in Hana...
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F-FH-43-M

R P R P R P

P
E
R
C
E
P
T
U
A
L

D
I
S
L
o
C
A
T
I
o
N

SUBJECT

NON-DISLOCATED

2,3,4

OBJECT

1,2,3,
4

DISLOCATED

1

EXISTENTIAL

EXISTENTIAL

DEF. SUBJ. SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIALOBJECT
B
R R P f/J
A
C 1,2
K 3,4
E
T
I
N
G

R P R P R P '/)
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F-H-49-0

1. (1: Who did all this shell work?) WeI, (d)aes (d)

a-a-daet leidi wen kawl

2. mi nau (5 min. earlier) shi da wan meid daet faw mi

3. 0, ai wandr hu da wan daem ful.

4. Dei gon bild kandemium-kandemium-yu no da kain pipl hu

bai hom-haus?

5. Eniwei, da risepshanist, yu no da wan teiks ker ovr der

shi tel mi:

6. . .. Jorj get sam kamilianz yu no da kain trning-trn

trning braun?

7. Ai get nain children merid ...

8. Wi haev-wan taim wi haev twenti children wen go

ekskrzhan ...

9.-10. (D)aes (d)a wan 1iv Waipahu. (D)aes (d)a wan merid

sikstin yirz old. (D)ae (d)a wan da hazbin wrk Fi1ipin.

11. Ai get-get yang gr1z tu, kam hir: M., ai drim-ai drim

dis ... '

12. "yu no dis chri henri? Get pip1 1iv in. I

13. Si (d)aes (d)a wan pilau, on da tu stori hom.

14. Aen daet gaeng-daet boi- (d)aes (d)a wan bring al

(d)a grl frenz av Linda ... daun tu A.M. Park ...

15. Aen (d)aes (d)a wan on da-shi on da tu stori hom...



F-H-49-0

R P R P R P
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P
E
R
C 4
E
P
T
U
A
L

SUBJECT

1,5

OBJECT

2,3,6,
7,8,9,
10,13
14,15

EXISTENTIAL

11,12

D
I
S
L
o
C
A
T
I
o
N

NON-DISLOCATED

2,3,6, 4
7,8,9,
10,13,
14,15

DISLOCATED

1,5

EXISTENTIAL

11,12

OBJECT DEF. SUBJ. SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIAL
B
R R P f/J R P 0 R P f/J R P 0
A
C 2,3, 1,5 11,12
K 6,7,
E 8,9,
T 10,
I 13,
N 14,
G 15



F-H-52-0

1....aim so yus tu joking wit wan leidi ae? shi aweiz

kam daun hia ae? ..

2. If yu laik raid plein, wai yu no kech dis kain daet

goz araun-a Owahu.

3. Ai tol am deirz a lat av schrei kaets aen dawgz dei

kam in kaz c.~.~.raws . emp t i ...

4. Yae, him da wan bringin am horn.

5. Hi waz tawking abaut da chri haed tu bi kat daun, da

maengo chri ...

6. Daes da wan waz-a-seiin daet a- ...

7. Yu no da wan daet daid-Darin?
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F-H-52-0
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R p R p R p

P
E
R
C
E
P
T
U
A
L

SUBJECT OBJECT

2,7 1 4,5,6

EXISTENTIAL

3

NON-DISLOCATED DISLOCATED EXISTENTIAL
D
I 2,7 1 4,5,6 3
S
L
0
C
A
T
I
0
N

OBJECT DEF. SUBJ. SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIAL
B R P 0 R P 0 R P 0 R P 0
R

2!7 4,5,A 1 3
C 6
K
E
T
I
N
G



1.

2.-4.
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F-H-58-0

In ada wrdz, da yunyin iz da wan daet duin dis

Bat, yu si, de oni-de on1i wans-hu spik gud Inglish

is da wan daet is-da wanz go hai sku1- dae! - [Hi]

5.-6. da wan go hai sku1. Daes da- a-da on1i wanz hu spik

gud ing1ish ...

7. . .. yu gaiz is da wan daet duin dis, nat mi.

8.-10 .... da wanz hu daid ha?-da wans hu daid bifoa-is

gona kam baek, si. So wi-wi hu-a-hu lrn abaut dis

thingz nau-wi-wi a gona-ta-tich da wans hu

kaming baek, awl da tingz daet wi 1rn.
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F-H-58-0

R p R p R p

P SUBJECT
E
R
C 2,8, 5
E
P
T
U
A
L

NON-DISLOCATED

D 1,2,3 4
I 6,7,8
S 9,10
L
o
C
A
T
I
o
N

OBJECT

1,3,6 4
7,10

DISLOCATED

5

EXISTENTIAL

EXISTENTIAL

2 5 8,9

DEF. SUBJ. SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIALOBJECT
B
R R P '/J
A
C 1,2, 4
K 3,6,
E 7,10
T
I
N
G

R P R P R P '/J
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F-H-59-0

1.-3. Shi waz maerid tu a Maia1ua boi-da wan liv ap der,

yu no, get da faet sista liv daunsteirz trd flor.

4. Bat aim da wan daet mo- mis hr more

5. Naudeiz yu fain da kain dei drink ap, kam hom bas da

hel" aut av yu.

6. Daes da wan hu opnd hr maut ...

7. . .. daet wan aes da wan evritaim tich da sista hit yu,

hit am baek.

8. Wer yu gon fain wan maen gon 1av yor chail daes nat

iven hiz?

9. Bat shiz dha wan daet went-went tu kalej.

10. . ..mai nis dhaet gat maerid, shi waz. fram dha byuti

shap in Librti Haus ...

11. (I: Hiz neim Karl?) No-wich wan? dha wan dhaet maerid?

12....ai tel am ... 'Frst maen aes graema maeri, ai gon

maeri. '
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F-H-59-0

R P R P R P

P SUBJECT
E
R

TC 10
E
P
T
U
A
L

NON-DISLOCATED

OBJECT

4,6,9 5 1,2,3,
11 7,8,

12

DISLOCATED

EXISTENTIAL

EXISTENTIAL
D
I
S
L
o
C
A
T
I
o
N

4,6,9 5 2,3,7 10,11
8

1,12

B
R
A
C
K
E
T
I
N
G

OBJECT
R P (/)

4,6 5 1,2
9,11 3,7

8,12

DEF. SUBJ.

R P (/)

SPEC. SUBJ.

R P (/)

10

EXISTENTIAL

R P 0
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F-H-64-K

1. . .. dher were lat a- faemi1i daet ha- onz homsted 1aen,

shuga-kein 1aen ...

2. . .. dea waz sambadi els hu duz (d)aet-dis jab ...

3. Yu go aut, yu mit pip1, awl difren kain pip1 daet kamz-

daun hia.

4. Dei haed Chainis daed nyu Hawaiien.

5. Da Chainis wer da irs wanz daet keim hia.

6. Deaz no sach ting aez autsaid tichaz hu tich dem, no.



F-H-64-K
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R P o R P o R P o
P
E
R
C
E
P
T
U
A
L

SUBJECT

3,5

OBJECT EXISTENTIAL

1,2,4
6

NON-DISLOCATED DISLOCATED EXISTENTIAL

SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIAL

3

DEF. SUBJ.

D
I 5S
L
0
C
A
T
I
0
N

OBJECT
B
R R P C/J
A
C 3,5
K
E
T
I
N
G

R P R P

1,2,4
6

R P cD

1,2,
4,6
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F-H-65-H

1. . ..wi haev da shaini lizad. (I; Da wat?) da shaini

lizad, daet wan

2. livz an da bich? (1 2: 0 yae yae) daet shain [alawng] hir,

yu si?

3. Ai foget wa(t)di- neim af dae(t) pleis, bat its dea,

bikaz-- dis woman shi stei dea shi (?waz) living in

Kaanapali.

4. Da blaenket dei meik jas [imajis] laik wan badi,

stei ded

5. Ai tel ya- get spukiz aut dea haev sam fan, ai tink.
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R P R P R P
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P
E
R
C
E
P
T
U
A
L

SUBJECT

3

OBJECT

2 1,4

EXISTENTIAL

5

-
NON-DISLOCATED DISLOCATED

D
I

2 4 3 1S
L
0
C
A
T
I
0
N

OBJECT DEF. SUBJ. SPEC. SUBJ.
B
R R P f/J R P f/J R P f/J
A
C 2 1,4 3
K
E
T
I
N
G

EXISTENTIAL

5

EXISTENTIAL

R P f/J

5
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M-J/C/P-32-H

1. Wat yu kaw1 daet am-daet filasafi gai, e? hi rait

mosli in pomz, e?

2. Ivn yu teik wan maen neva did rid aw rait, yu put him

awn a chraekta keinfild, yu no kaen du wat hi du wid

da chraekta.

3. Ivn get a gai wan ril chru maen fram gad, no? cheinj,

daet maen ...

4. . .. da Ius wan, (d)aes (d)a wan gud, no?
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M-JCP-32-H

R p R P R P

P
E
R
C
E
P
T
U
A
L

SUBJECT

NON-DISLOCATED

OBJECT

1 2,4

DISLOCATED

EXISTENTIAL

EXISTENTIAL

3

D
I
S
L
a
C
A
T
I
a
N

1

OBJECT

2,4

DEF. SUBJ. SPEC. SUBJ.

3

EXISTENTIAL

B R P f/J
R
A 1 2,4
C
K
E
T
I
N
G

R P C/J R P C/J R P (/J

3



M-F-46-H

1. Yu wr dha gaiz dhaet wr ap aet dha-a-ap aet S.A.

2. Rei yu da sekan prsin aeskt mi daet.

3. Dhei sei dherz a dawg dhaet steiz in dhaet rak ...

4. Da kid daet haed hiz spinr in it ... statid tu fait da

fish.

5. . .. da vae1i daet yusta haev lata 1ejinz ... [was]

Waimanu...

6. Dher sam pip1 haev haed ekspiriensiz, bat ...
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EXISTENTIAL

M-F-46-H

R P 0 R P

P SUBJECT OBJECT
E
R 4,5 1 2C
E
P
T
U
A
L

!

3

R p

6

172

NON-DISLOCATED DISLOCATED EXISTENTIAL
D
I 1,4,5 2
S
L
0
C
A
T
I
0
N

OBJECT
B R P '/J
R 1 2A
C
K
E
T
I
N
G

DEF. SUBJ.
R P '/J

3

SPEC. SUBJ.
R P '/J

4,5

6

EXISTENTIAL
R P '/J

3 6
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M-H-45-H

1. Aiv sin laits laik daet-aen aiv hrd stawriz av doz

laits ... daet kaen lid da pipol awei fram der homz...

2. Wat wi haed tu du waz luk faw sam floting a-lawg aw

samting-yu no, graes, daet-yu no, keim bai .

3. Shi waz da onli wan daet gat akraws da strim .

4. Luking daun wi saw weivz k~ming in daet waz-baut tweni

tu tweni-faiv fit hai ...

5. Da trd wan daet waz kaming nau waz tu mach ...

6. Da faws daets going baek iz wrs daen daet wan wi haev

in Waipio.

7. In faek derz sam hu-o daets-prabli yu-wen yu tel dem,

dei-dei tingk yu litol bit techt, sam av dem...

8. Der waz dis rtkweik in Alaeska daet kawz da taidal

weiv ...

9. Si in Waipio (the force of the wave) its sawt av a

wrlpul jas muv araun ...

10. Da tingz-da tingz daet haepen daun der-wr-veri sawt av

a-anyuzhual ...



7,8

EXISTENTIAL

M-H-45-H

R P 0 R P 0

P SUBJECT OBJECT
E
R
C 5,6 10 1,2,3, 9
E 4
P
T
U
A
L

R P
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NON-DISLOCATED DISLOCATED EXISTENTIAL

10 7,8

7,8D 1,2,3 10I
S 4,5,6
L 7,11

a
C
A
T
I
a
N

OBJECT
B R P f/J
R
A 1,2 9
C 3,4
K
E
T
I
N
G

DEF. SUBJ.

R P f/J

6

SPEC. SUBJ.

R P f/J

5

EXISTENTIAL

R P f/J
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M-J-45-0

1. Den da gai hu was siting neks tu mi wantid tu meik da

greid wid da grl.

2. Aet daet taim, dei was teikin da-bois hu wan trn aut

drrin da sama.

3. Yu si-dis gai ... hu pok da Hauli gai was in da baek

paekin poteitos.

4. So haepn-dis gai hu was fram Kalakaua was in (d)a frant

av mi, aen in da frant av daet prsin was dis Chainis ...

5. . .. gai hu was with mi fram elementri skul ...

6. Haed da polisman pak bai da said, si?

7. Haed dis Filapino gai was bisaid da draiva.

8. Haed dis Portugi gai, aen Jaepani gai, aen kapl adhr

gaiz keim fram da skul, si, wich is [yokaJ ...

9. WeI a(l) tel tu stori haepn laik dhaet.

10. Mai tichr ivn tod dha prsin dhaet was going stei baek

tu teik ker av-yu no-1aik swip dast aen wat nat-tod

dem tu go hom .

11. Bat leitr an ai faund aut daet da fairba1 iz jast

a gaes fram da prsanz daet ded- daet daid.



M-J-45-0
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R P R p R p

P
E
R
C
E
P
T
U
A
L

SUBJECT

1,3,4

NON-DISLOCATED

OBJECT

',5,10
11

DISLOCATED

9

EXISTENTIAL

6,7,8

EXISTENTIAL
D
I
S 1,2,3
L 4,5,
0 10,11
C
A
T
I
0
N

OBJECT
B R P '/)

R 2,5 9
A 10,
C 11
K
E
T
I
N
G

9

DEF. SUBJ.
R P '/)

SPEC. SUBJ.
R P rp

1,3,
4

6,7,8

EXISTENTIAL
R P '/)

6,7,8
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M-J-50-0

1. Yushali-hi was da wan hu wrk klosli do

2. Aen ai didn no nobadi awn (d)is ailen ... Oni prsin ai

no da wan dae(t) was in (d)a hom.

3. . .. ai gada go help da pipl hu w- wash da batl ...

4. Aen den, wans in a wail, ai[w] go help da pipl hu- ya

no- milk da kau,

5. . .. yu gaiz giv mi (di)s kaina kau daet kik.

6. . .. a waz livin wi da-da prsan hu k- hu kam get mi aut.
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M-J-SO-O

R p R p R p o

P
E
R
C
E
p
T
U
A
L

D
I
S
L
a
C
A
T
I
o
N

SUBJECT

NON-DISLOCATED

1,2,3
4,5,6

OBJECT

~,2,3,
~,S,6

DISLOCATED

EXISTENTIAL

EXISTENTIAL

OBJECT
B R P (/)
R
A
C 1,2,
K 3,4,
E 5,6
T
I
N
G

DEF. SUBJ.

R P f/J

SPEC. SUBJ.
R P (/)

EXISTENTIAL
R P (/)
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M-J-78-M

1. . .. eni imigrant wan kam tu Hawaii t~ wrk in (d)a plaen

teishan, dei giv fri traenspawteishan, dhei saplai

da haus ...

2. . .. Ai haed mai a-m-a-sam av dia-Skatchmen daet noz mai

fadhr wail hi waz dha taimkipr ap hir.

3. Ai bawt da frs k10z kar, keim ma- Hawaii-kam Maui-dhei

haed ...

4. onli mi dha Jaepanis bawt dha kar- bawt (w)an Byuik

koch.

5. awl dhiz pipl ovr hir hu haed litl kaz (d)ei tel:

'Yu daem fu1, kobi.'

6. Dis pipl hu tod mi daet, tudei dei on (d)a-awl (d)a

klos kaaa ...

7. Tudei dis pipl tod mi daem ful a kam insai tu bai mai

pis av laen.

8. So dei get nada kanu goz ova ... wi(d) da baeg net-dei

stile daet ...

9. . .. hi no we da spawt is. Bat (d)a felaaa- gos tu daet

pleis dei no shoo Mait bi oni da waif ... noz.

10-11 ...win dei saraun da akule, da wan daet- goz anda da

ai av da net- ovanait, liv ova-daet fish is no gud. Da

wan hu bai cia fish iz only Filapino.

12. Ya no its a fani ting-fish reist in (d)a oshin, yu liv

ovanait daet ting, yu graeb da fish, yaw haen get awl

ichi.
13. Oni pipl hu [no jaJ lit1 thing 1ai daet dei meik it biga aen biga
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M-J-78-M

R P 0 R P 0 R P 0

P SUBJECT OBJECT EXISTENTIAL
E
R
C 5,6,
E 10,11 7,9 2 1,3,4 8
P 13 12
T
U
A
L

NON-DISLOCATED DISLOCATP.:D EXISTENTIAL
D
I 2,11
S
L
o
C
A
T
I
o
N

3,4,7 5,6,
10,13

1,9,12 8

OBJECT DEF. SUBJ. SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIAL
B R P f/J R P f/J R P f/JR
A 2 1,3, !l0,1 5,6 7,9C
K 4,12 113
E
T
I
N
G

R P f/J

8
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M-H-79-K

1. Da frs tri weivs keim in, dei wr so hyuj ...

2. dha pip1 hu·on dis p1eis~... -dei wan-tu-k1in de yadz ...

3. . .. ai wen aen si dha patio hu on- da prapiti hd.a. ..

4.-5. hi is da wan daet si1ek daktos daet-kamz aut fram
sku1in ...

6. . .. des a Jaepani boi yusta 1iv-hwea wi yusta 1iv bifo ...

7. da boi jas wawk aut fram hia. His a fishamen.

8. . .. aen dez baut kap1 fyu kanus, fa10 da sinka.

9. Nat 1aik tudei- dei haev dis net kaws tu mach mani ...

10. Dei intadus samtin daet- daet meiks yu bi1iv daes
daes da bes fish ...

11. Da mit- [wat] i teist difran daen dis kainda pig it
awl dis kain da gabij daet- [weis]da pip1 wen giv
tu it.

12.-13. Da bif dei it kain a-drai graes, aen (d)a wan hu it
g-grin graes-yu-yu kamper da tu tugeda ...

14. Win yu giv wan-awda tu sambadi, daes (d)a wan going
spred awl ova da p1eis ...

15 yu go hia, aen ai go dea-aen teik dos hu help yu.

16 so dei faet am ap tu-s1awta. Aen da boa-geting old,
dei kaeskareit. Dhen aefta daet, dei faet am ap.

17.... shi sed [daet] wan dei haed p1eni av dis-mau(n)tin
fish kam daun durin da reini taim, yae? dei go ap der
fo huk ...

18.-21. aen oni dos hu-ri1i du his wil [be]-da wan seiv .
...wan av da studins dea-his a yang maen neim Kauanoe ...
dei tawkin ... aen ai kam kraws tu hia dis tu-dis tu
01 prsn-was tawking tu dis yang wan hu a - fam da yuna
vrsiti af Hawaii.

22. Bat dos hu- haad
iz [tu/y-l.1 haev]
daet ka1d Aloe.
either/ or.)

tu muv do-da bawas, yae? da oni thing
ai (w)en p-ai p1aen wan kaina p1aen(t)
(The / between tu and yu indicates
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23.-24. Samtain dis--pipl u kam raun-d-dos turis, kam raun
n stei--dei--samataim dei go daun--aw strip an tap-
aen dei get sanbrn.

25. Bat wi haefta no wat plaen foa srten-kain ... is smok-
da pipl hu smok--chi! awfl.

26. (When you say:) 'Dis pipl aa kaming alawng. '(I: 00.)
Daes (d)a wan yus (d)a 'kei'.

27. Aen (d)is Tawa Bae--dis Tawa av Baebl--daets (d)a wan
bin go en--ruin awl (d)a pipl--so meni difran rilijin.



EXISTENTIAL

6,8,
17

M-H-79-K

R P 0 R P 0

P SUBJECT OBJECT
E
R
C 2,18, 1,7, 3,4,5 12 9,11,
E 23 16,24 10,13 14,19
P 15,21 20,26,
T 22,25 27
U
A
L

R p
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o

NON-DISLOCATED DISLOCATED EXISTENTIAL
D 3,4,5 9,11, 2,13, 12 1,7,lE 6,8,17
I
S

10,15 14,19 23,25 24
18,21 20,26

L 22 27
0
C
A
T
I
0
N

OBJECT DEF. SUBJ. SPEC. SUBJ. EXISTENTIAL

B
R R P 0 R P 0 R P 0 R P 0
A
C 3,4 12 9,11 18, 16, 2 1,7 6,8,
K 5, 14, 23 24 17
E 10, 19,
T 13, 20,
I 15, 26,
N 21, 27
G 22,

25
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APPENDIX 2

A GUIDE TO THE ORTHOGRAPHY
(Based on Odo 1973)

Orth.
Symbol

i

ei

e

ae

a

HC sound
(Phon. Symb . )

i

ei

e:

a

As in HC Sp.

bit, sit, fit

feis, freit

get, eva
se, dile
lized, raked
awfen, dident

kaet, aefta

fada, kam
mach, kam
sofa, eIafent
smat, pal<
dea, siS-ta, bia

SE Phon.
Corr. As in SE Sp.

i beat, seat, feat
I bit, sit, fit

ei face, freight

e get, ever
ei say, delay
?h lizard, record
a often, didn't

ce cat, after

a father, calm
/\ much, come
a sofa, elephant

h

aa smart, park
a h there, sister, bear

u

o

aw

ai

au

oi

r

1

w

y

r

m

u

o

ai

au

oi

w

y

r

m

pul, ful

pok, no

dawj, gawd
snawt, kawt

ai, flai

h~, aut

boi, toilet

frs, bE.d, PE.s

let, rili, Pipol

wich, wan

y.uz, y'et

res, rek, kaeri

mis, sam

u

ou

o
o

ai

au

oi

h

?

1

w

y

r

m

pool, fool
pull, full

poke, know

dodge, god
short, court

I, fly

how, out

boy, toilet

first, bird, purse

let, really, people

which, one

use, yet

wreck,rest,carry

miss, some



()

[ ]

hyphen used to indicate short pause
used to indicate phonemic items eliminated in rapid spe~ch,

e.g., (d)aes (d)a
used to indicate-phonetics
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